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VOLUME XXV.

MOUNT VERNON, OHIO: TUESDAY. MARCH 1, 1862
nw—«i

well-knit form denoted both activity and he was of the opinion that distance would lend
ments in his strawberry plantations, except the
strength. Ilis wrath was evidently kindled. strength to his attachment.
hoe. Weeds are taken out by hand. The
“Friend James,” he implored, “thy pertina
IS PUBLISHED EVERY TUESDAY MORNING BT
less soil is disturbed after planting the better,
cious persistance in persecuting me is annoy
as the whole ground is covered with a net
A MISSOURI WEDDING.
L. HARPER.
ing ; thou must desist, or peradventure I may
work of small, fiborous roots. Never allows
MAPLE
SUGAR.
so far forget myself as to do thee some bodily
the vines to hear the first year planted, but
In a particular vicinity of Missouri a mar
Office in Woodward Bloclt, 3d Story. harm.”
riage was agreed upon between the son of a
We have referred, in former articles, to the picks off all the fruit stems and runners. Pro
“By snakes!” said Jim, coming toward Na farmer of considerable influence and the belle
TERMS.—Two Dollars per annum, payable in ad
tects the plants in winter by wheat or rye straw,
probable increase in the quantity of maple and put on in November. Oat straw is not heavy
vance; S2.50 within six months; $3.00 after the expi than, “I believe there is fight enough in broad
of
all
the
country
around.
Of
course
the
ration of the year.
brim to make the affair interesting. I wish of the neighborhood were in attendance.— sorghum sugar the present year owing to the enough, and blows off. Plants bear much
some of the boys were here to see the fun.— Everybody
was there, and everything was in enhanced price of the foreign article. The better for this protection. It also serves for
Now, friend Nathan, I am going to knock off apt readiness
mulch in summer, and keeps the fruit from
:
Country Geneltman, in a late number, in reply abeingsoiled
the end of your nose ; look out 1”
by the ground. One-lmlf the straw
The
Royal
Tiger
was
present
tliar,
<23
*5
Suiting the action to the word, Jim, after
to a correspondent, has the following sugges is wasted each year, and needs to be supplied
And the Monkey and the Polar Bar.
various pugilistic gyrations with his fists, made
tions respecting the management of a maple every autumn. Two tons to the acre is about
GENTILITY.
a scientific blow at the nasal formation of our But that, dignitary to whom it was designed to
the right quantity of straw to commence with,
Quaker triend ; but Tom Hyer couldn’t more assign the honor of master of the marriage sugar factory—if it be so termed. The sys but, after that, one ton of new straw each sea
ceremony had not yet arrived. But just then tem here recommended appears in the main to
Genteel it is to have soft hands, but not genteel to scientifically have warded it'off’.
son will answer.
work on lands.
be correct; wc transfer the article to our col
Jim was evidently disconcerted at the ill some one spoke and said ;
Varieties that succeed in some soils and sit
Genteel it is to cringe and bow, but not genteel to
“ There comes Squar Ben Bnncum.”
success
of
his
first
attempt
;
he
saw
he
had
un

uations fail in others. The Hovey is good in
sow and plow.
Quick the lights were trimmed, and every umns:
dertaken
quite
as
much
as
he
was
likely
to
ac

Genteel it is to play the beau, but not genteel to reap
Boston, and Mr. K. had seen it good in Cleve
MANUFACTURE OF MAPLE SUGAU.
complish. Jim, however, straightened him thing put in place. As usual, agitation, anx
and mow.
land, but with him it never succeeded, no mat
iety,
and
joy
were
depicted
on
every
face,-and
The
first
great
requisite
is
to
have
all
the
Genteel it is to keep a gig, but not genteel to hoe and self out, and approached Nathan more cau
ter how cultivated. Some varieties seem to
dig.
tiously. The contest began again. Nathan Mr. loin Wisdom, the honorable host, walked vessels perfectly clean. Strict cleanliness run out after culture a number of years. Pis
Genteel it is in trade to fail, but not genteel to swing stood his ground firmly, and warded off the out .to meet the anxious Squar, to welcome him should be observed throughout the whole pro
varieties seem to do better when im
the flail.
in, inquire for his health, the news, &c.
cess. Tin vessels are better than wood, for this tillate
pregnated with some staminate sorts than with
Genteel it is to play the fool, but not genteel to keep shower of blows skillfully, which Jim aimed
J
he
Squar
was
a
good-humored
gentleman,
reason:
If
properly
washed,
they
can
never
at him.
others. On this subject he is trying experi
a school.
“Friend James,” said Nathan, in the heat and he was chiefly celebrated for talents, impart sourness tothesap. Made large enough ments. The strawberry season ought to be
Genteel it is to cheat the tailor, but not genteel to be
acuteness,
learning,
&c.,
in
his
populous
town

to
hold
nine
quarts
each,
they
would
cost
$30
of the contest, “this is mere child’s play. It ship.
a sailor.
It is usually about three weeks,
@$35 per 100, and six quart pails cost $30 per lengthened.
Genteel it is to fight a duel, but not genteel to cut grieves me that thou hast forced me into re
but with prbper selection of sorts may be ex
“
Well,
Ben,
”
said
the
host,
“
you
have
been
100.
They
may
be
made
square
or
round,
but
your fuel.
sistance, but I must defend myself from bodily
Genteel it is to eat rich cake, hut not genteel to cook harm. I see there is but one way of bringing elected, but you have had a close time of it: the latter are better to clean and to keep their tended to five weeks. The sorts Mr. K. liked
were the following:
and bake.
my vote alone saved you. You beat him but shape. They should be largest at top, so as to best
Early—Baltimore Scarlet, Jenny Lind’,
Genteel it is to have the blues, but not genteel to wear this scandalous and wicked affair to a close, one vote only.”
pack away in nests when not in use. The top Burr
and
that
is
by
conquering
thee
;
in
order
to
’s New Pine.
thick shoes.
I hat is all, Tom,” replied Squar Ben.— should be strongly wired, like a tin pan, and a
Gontecl it is to roll in wealth, but not genteel to have do this, 1 will inflict a heavy blow between
Late—Trollope’s Victoria, Kitley’s Goliah,
thine eyes, which will prostrate tliee.” Fol “ But the next election I’ll lick him. Thar’s hole made under the wire enables it to hang Nimrod, Buist’s Prize.
good health.
Genteel it is to make a show, but not genteel poor lowing on the suggestion, Nathan struck Jim no use talking, Mr. Wisdom, without using on a nail driven into the tree, securing it thus
Medium—Brighton Pine, Boston Pine, Mc
from swine and other animals, preventing the Avoy
folks to know.
a tremendous blow on liis forehead, which the corn f-r-e-e-l-y.”
’s Superier, Scotts Seedling, MovamensGenteel it is to run away, but not genteel at home to brought him senseless to the ground.
“ Ah, well, that’s all over, and you are the sap from being blown away by the wind. Old ing,
Downer’s Prolific, Fillmore, Golden Seed
stay.
magistrate,
Squar
Ben
;
so
come,
let
’
s
go
in
liorse
shoe
nails
straightened
and
sharpened
“Now,” said Nathan, “I will teach thee a
ed, British Queen, Vicomtesse Hericart de
Genteel it is to smirk and smile; bnt not genteel to
lesson, and I hope it will be a wholesome les and see what the young folks wish. Indeed, are the best.
Thury, Wilson’s Albany, Triomphe de Gand.
shun all guile.
Squar
Ben,
you
are
aware
you
are
to
say
the
The
best
spouts
are
made
of
thick
tinned
Genteel it is to be a knave, but not genteel your cash son, too. I will seat myself astraddle of thy
For a general crop, Wilson’s Albany and
ceremony?”
iron. When the vessels are hung as above
to save.
breast; I will place my knees upon thy arms,
Benjamin Buncum now began to see the described, on nails, the spouts need not be Triomphe de Gand are the most profitable.—
Genteel it is to make a bet, but not genteel to pay a thus, so that thou cannot injure me when thou
latter is the strawberry of all strawberries
debt.
responsibility of his office, and to “trem more than three inches long. They should be The
returnest to consciousness. I hope I may be awful
and possesses all the excellencies that can be
Genteel it is to play at dice, but not genteel to take
ble
from
center
to
circumference
”
—
for
he
had
widest
where
they
enter
the
tree.
After
the
the humble instrument of taming thy fierce, never officiated in that interesting capacity.—
—productive, beautiful, large, of fine
advice.
sheet is cut up to the proper size, the concave desired
quality, berries shipping well and the plants
Genteel it is to curse and swear, but not genteel plain warlike nature, and. make a better and more 1 hey had not even done him the justice to in
shape
is
given
to
them
by
placing
them
be

clothes to wear.
respectable man of thee.”
are hardy. It is not as productive as the Wil
form him of the part be was expected to per tween a convex and concave piece of wood, son,
------------- ------------------but an acre will bring more money. Sent
As the Quaker concluded, Jim began to form, or he could have prepared. He had no and
giving
them
a
brisk
blow
with
a
mallet.
TROUBADOUR SOVCf.
slio r some signs of life. The first impulse of preparation—no form—nor could any book be Ground sharp at the wide end, they are easily them to Chicago, Cleveland, Philadelphia and
New York. Received orders from New York
Jim, when be fairly saw bis condition, was to found high or low having the ceremony.—
The warrior crossed the ocean’s foam,
into a tree.
for more than his whole crop. If confined to
turn Nathan off. lie struggled desperately, Hence, to take it “ off hand” was the only- driven
For the stormy fields of war—
Never
allow
the'sap
to
stand
in
the
pails
but he was in a vice—his effort was unavail chance—an unfortunate and excruciating test twenty four hours; the fresher it is when boil one strawberry, he would plant the Triomphe
The maiden was left in a smiling home,
ing.
And a sunny land afar.
Gand. Although not quite as productive
ed the purer will be the sugar. While boil de
as the Wilson, he could say with safety that
“Friend, thou must keep still until I am for the newly elected Squar.
■Hi'» voice was heard where javelin showers
The company was now arranged in a cres ing, large quantities should not be poured in it produces more than three hundred bushels
done with thee ?” said Nathan. “I believe I
a time, as that will stop it, and make irreg to the acre. For canning the Wilson is pre
Poured on the steel-clad line;
am an bumble instrument in the band of God cent-—the Squar at his place—and in came the at
Her step was ’midst the summer flowers,
to chastise tliee, and I trust when I am done parties—the principals and second—the gal ular work ; but a reservoir should be placed ferred. The only manure used is well-rotted
Her seat beneath the vine.
with thee tnou wilt be a changed man.— lants each bearing a candle, which evinced the above the boiler from which the sap may be stable manure. The same plant if runners are
Friend James, dost tliee not repent of attack extended and luxuriant range of beauty in drawn in a stream through the faucet, just fast kept off, will bear ten years. A good many
His shield was cleft, his lance was riven,
that, neighborhood. With much assurance enough to supply the evaporation. A little crowns will start and cluster around the
ing me ?”
And the red blood stained his crest;
While she—the gentlest wind of heaven
"No,” said James, “let me up and I’ll show and dignity the Squar looked round, and practice will enable the operator to judge bow original plant, each bearing a fruit stem,
Might scarcely fan her breast.
whole ages of learning seemed to be rushing large this stream should be. Two boilers are and all producing a very large amount of
you.”
through bis mind. He thought over every better than one, if the fire is made to pass fruit.
“
I
will
not
let
thee
up,
thou
impious
wretch,
”
Yet a thousand arrows passed him by,
replied Nathan ; “darest thou profane the thing lie had dreamed, but all in vain. There from under one to the other—The first or hot
Mr. Vick expressed pleasure at the remarks
And again be crossed the seas;
name of thy Maker—I will punish thee for was a suppressed titter all over the house.— test being chiefly for boiling down to syrup, of Mr. Knox. They show' that the very best
But she had died, as roses die
and
the
second
or
coldest,
for
heating
the
sap
This
admonished
him
he
must
say
something,
that—I will check thy respiration for a mo
culture is successful on a large scale. We are
That perish with a breeze.
and doing the first evaporating. The faucet too apt to think that good culture must be
and in an agony of desperation he began :
ment.”
of
fresh
sap
runs
into
the
first
and
pipe
or
fau

“ The State of Missouri, ----- county. I
As roses die. when the blast is eomo,
confined to amateurs or garden culture exclu
Nathan, as good as liis werd, clutched him
cet, with syphon, conveys it into the second.— sively, and is unsuited to the orchard and mar
For all things bright and fair—
by the throat. He compressed his grip, anda command you to”—
Cook's
patent
sugar
evaporator
is
very
valua

There was death within the smiling home,
I his did not suit. Confusion and a whisper
ket garden. This is an error. That system
gurgling sound could he heard ; Jim’s face be
How had death found her there.
ble for boiling the juice sorghum, as it reduces which is most profitable in the garden will be
came distorted; a terror ran through his ing perplexed him more.
the
juice
to
molasses
in
less
than
half
an
hour
"Give him a chance—give the Squar a
generally found so in the orchard.
frame. He was evidently undergoing a pro
by continual process, and would be very use
cess of strangulation. The Quaker relaxed chance,” said a strong voice from the door.— ful
for
maple
sugar,
but
less
indispensible.
—
his hold, but not. until the choking process The Squar made another effort :
Ht V
tH I V
» t v I V t .-3 ♦
“ When, in the course of human events, it It. is on a principle siynilay to that of the two
U
had sufficiently, as he thought, tamed the per
boilers above .IcseriTi'cd, but more complete and
verse spirit of Jim. It took' some moments becomes”—
Here he was touched by Mr. Wisdom. Af perfect; the sap enters one end, and flows
for
Jim
to
inhale
sufficient
air
to
address
the
from one side to the other many times by
SUBDUING A REBEL.
ter a pause be began again :
Quaker.
means of intercepting partitions, till it reach A Visit to the Great Wall of China.
“ Our father who art in Heaven”
“I will knock under,” said Jim ; “enough,
“ He is repeating the Lord’s prayer,” said es the other end, by which time it is- reduced
let me up.”
A Story for our Times.
Mr. Fonblanque communicates to the Lon
to syrup—the proper current being given by
"No, thou hast not got half enough,” repli one.
The Squar raised his hopeless vision to the raising or depressing the end, as the case may don Times a graj Lie description of a visit to
ed
Nathan.
“
Thou
art
now
undergoing
a
pro

require.
Tl^ftre lived in a certain neighborhood not
the great wall of China. The following are
of moral purification, and thou must be ceiling for a short time, and began anew:
Kettles are poor boilers; they waste fuel
far distant from here, a rovstering, rowdy, bul- cess
“ Know all men by these presents”—
contented
to
remain
where
thou
layest
until
I
extracts:
and
make
poor
sugar.
Shallow
sheet
iron
ley, Jim'Blander. Jim was “some’ Jon a fight, am done with tliee. Thou just profaned thy
lie was interrupted by a general noise and
Accompanied by Mr. Dick, an excellent Chi
pans are much better. They may be kept
a kind of pugilistic Napoleon. Many and Maker, friend James,” continued Nathan ; a voice from the crowd:
cleaner, they evaporate more rapidly make fi nese scholar, and attached as interpreter to the
bloody were the affairs he had in his lifetime, “confess, dost thou repent thy wickedness ?”
“ lie is writing a deed.”
ner sugar, and effect a great saving of heat.— commissariat, I left Tien-stien on the 18th of
and invaribly he came off best. Jim not only
“ Witness my hand and seal this”—
“No, banged if I do,” growled Jim.
considered himself invulnerable, but all the
“ He has concluded it—he will certainly goon In all cases, the boilers should be so set that a March, and after a three days’ ride through
“
Wilt
thou
not,
”
replied
the
Quaker;
“
must
uninteresting a country as can well be con
fighting characters in the surrounding country
with the ceremony now,” said several voi thin sheet of flame may pass under them.— as
For example ; a sheet of flame, two inches ceived, came in sight of the fine solid wall
conceded it was no use in fighting Jim, as he I use compulsory means? 1 will impress thy ces.
windpipe
again
unless
thou
givest
me
an
an

incloses the struggling mass of ruin,
was considered to be a patent thrashing ma
“ In the name of God, amen,” he began thick, under a boiler, is as good as if a foot which
in the affirmative—say quick, art thou
thick; the same may therefore be spread over dirt, and deeay, called Pekin.
chine, that could not be improved on. In swer
again.
sorrv?”
Chinese villages are, at the best, dreary and
Jim’s neighborhood bad settled quite a num
“ He is making his will,” said one. “ I six times the surface, and consequently be
“No—I—v-e-s 1” shrieked Jim, in a gurg
squalid-looking; but on this route, where the
about six times more economical.
ber of Quakers. From some cause or other,
thought
he
would
not
live
long
—
he
looks
pro

We have some good home made pans, used dogs' of war have so recently been let
Jim hated the “shad-bellies,” as he called ling tone, as the Quaker’s grip tightened, “yes, digiously sad.”
for boiling sorghum successfully, made by nail loose, there is something barrowing in the
them, with his entire heart: he often declared I am sorry 1”
The
next
essay
of
the
noble
and
learned
“Is thy sorrow a godly sorrow ?” inquired
ing good thick sheet iron to plank, so that the misery and desolation of the scene. Has
that to whip one of these inoffensive people Nathan.
Squar was;
sheet iron formed the bottom and ends, and grinding oppression and long suffered deaden
would be the crowning glory of bis life. For
“
0
ves,
O
yes
!
come
into
court
and
”
—
Jim rather demurred giving an affirmative
the heart of the Chinese peasant to all
years Jim waited for a pretext. One of Jim’s
“ Are we to have court to-night ?” inquired the plank the sides ; the sheet iron was secu ed
chums overheard a young Quaker speak in answer to this question, but a gentle squeeze some one.
red to the plank by two rows of closely driven sense of injury? Or has he, after all, a Chris
disparaging terms of him. The report soon admonished him he bad better yield.
“ Ob, yes ! come into court!” replied another nails. The pans were about eight feet long tian feeling of forgiveness towards his ene
“Yes,” replied Jim ; “now let me up.”
came to Jim’s ears, not a little magnified.—
and four wide, and six inches deep. These mies, for which no orthodox churchman would
from
the door.
“I am not done with thee yet,” said Na
Jim made desperate threats what he was go than.
The laughter was general. It may be sup would lie cheap, and very good for making give the Pagan credit? I cannot explain it,
ing to do with Nathan, the meek follower of
maple sugar. The fire should, of course be a but I own to something like a sense of shame
“Thou hast been a disturber of the peace of posed the bride and her partner were some little
Penn, on sight ; besides various bruises and this
narrower than these pans. The chim having come over me as we two solitary, un
what hors du combat, especially the former :
neighborhood,
time
out
of
memory
—
thy
contusions lie meant to inflict on Nathan’s bo band lias been raised against every man—thou but water and aromatics were near—and ney should be high enough to cause a good armed strangers passed through crowds of
men, women, and children, standing by the
dy. In his chaste language be meant to art a brawler. Wilt thou promise me that in Squar Buncum was her friend, and near by. draught.
To make good syrup, the sap must be redu charred ruins of their homesteads and among
“gouge out” both his eyes and “chaw oft” future thee will lead a more peaceable life— He was an untiring man, and after casting bis
both his ears.
eyes around the room he determined to try ced to one twentieth or one thirtieth part of its their shattered household gods, without being
Nathan heard of Jim’s threats, and very that thou wilt love thy neighbor as thyself?” again:
bulks, or be boiled twice as much as sorghum met by a single angry look or gesture—nay,
“
Yes,
”
answered
Jim,
hesitatingly,
“
all
but
properly kept out of his way, hoping that time the Quaker’s.”
“ To the constable or any other lawful offi juice. Thesyrup is then to bestrained through more, always receiving a ready and friendly
would molify Jim’s anger. It seems, however,
flannel, and placed aside to cool and settle 12 reply to every question. Perhaps they felt
“Thou must make no exceptions,” replied cer, Greeting.”
this much-to-be-desired result did not take Nathan.
“ Let’s go. He’s going to have us all arrest or 14 hours. Then return it to the pan, and grateful that we had, at'any rate, spared from
place. One day friend Nathan was out riding,
to every gallon add and stir a beaten egg and their countrymen, the rebels, when they pay
ed.
“If I sav yes to that—I’ll die first.”
and in passing through a long lane be espied
Then followed much confusion and displeas a gill of milk to clarify it, keeping it carefully them a visit.
A
struggle
now
ensued
between
the
two,
but
Jim entering at the other end. Nathan
Some of the villages along the road were
ure. Here a gleam of light flashed over the from boiling till the sknm has risen and lias
might have turned and fled, but bis flesh re Jim bad bis match.
Squar’s bewildered and forlorn countenance.— been skimmed off. Then boil it carefully un mere heaps of rubbish; others retained more
“
Thou
must
yield,
James,
”
said
Nathan,
“
I
belled at this proceeding.
lie ordered the parties positively to bold up til it will harden which may be then poured or less the semblance of human habitations.
“I will pursue my way peaceably, said the insist on it,” and lie again grasped Jim by the their right hands, and in a solemn voice he into proper vessels, ana then the cakes placed In the larger ones, such as Ho-si-woo, which,
Quaker,” and I hope the better sense of the i throat. “I will choke thee into submission; said.
in a box to drain. To make the sugar perfect it may be remembered. was for some time in
man with wrath will not permit him to mo j thou must answer affirmatively ; say after me,
ly white, lay a few thicknesses of flannel on occupation of our troops, the late enemy's in
“
You
and
each
of
yon
do
solemnly
and
"I promise to love my neighbors as myself, in
lest me or allow him to do violence to my per- cluding
the top of the cakes while it is draining—these scriptions on doors and walls seem to be pious
truly
swear,
in
the
persence
of
the
company,
the Quaker’s.”
s6n.”,
flannels to be wet and washed daily with cold ly preserved as agreeable relics, and such fa
and
of
the
President
of
the
United
States,
and
promise that!” said Jim; “I’ll be cursed
Nathan’s calculation as to the lamb-like ifl“Ido.
water, they will thus absorb and wash out the miliar garrison words as “ officers’ quarters,”
in
the
name
of
the
Constitution
of
the
United
”
>qualities of his adversary were doomed to be
"canteen,” “Fane’s horse,” “commissariat,”
States of America, that you will perform faith coloring matter.
“
I
will
check
thy
respiration
if
thou
don
’
t,
”
disappointed.
A hundred good sugar maple trees will usu “general hospital,” &c., meet one at every turn;
fully, all and singular, the duties and functions
replied
Nathan.
“
Wilt
thou
yield
?
”
“Oho,” thought bully, as he recognized Na
make, in a season from two to three hun though one cannot but remark with regret
“No. I won’t, I 11 be blasted if I do,” an of a husband and wite as the case may be, to ally
than, “t have him at last. Now I'll make swered
the best of your skill and ability, so help you dred pounds of sugar, if well managed ; and that the buildings which appear to have affor
Jim.
mince-meat of shad-belly. I will salt him and
if every precaution is observed to insure clean ded shelter to the invaders which appear to
“Tliee bad better give in,” replied Nathan- God. Amen.”
pickle him, too.”
“Good as old Rye! Old Kentucky forever!” liness, prevent souring, boil speedily and with have afforded shelter to the invaders are sadly
“
I
will
choke
thee
again
if
tliee
does
not
—
see,
“Wilt thou please to dismount from thy
exclaimed the grateful Tom Wisdom. “Come, out burding, and to clarify properly, a larger devoid of everything in the shape of wood
horse?” said Jim, seizing the bridle of Na my grip tightens.”
gentlemen.” said be, “we will drink with Squar quantity of sugar will be made, it will be more work, which was probably used as occasion re
“
And
Nathan
did
compress
bis
grip,
and
the
than’s horse, -and imitating his style; “my choking process went on. Jim’s face first be Benjamin Buncum.”
saleable, and command a higher price : or if quired for cooking dinners and boiling water.
soul vearneth above all things to give thee the
“ Agreed 1” shouted the entliusiasticand hap intended for home use, the smiles of the farm A celebrated and imposing pawnbroker’s shop,
came
distorted,
then
purple
—
bis
tongue
lolled
bigest mauling man e?er received.”
er’s wife, when she sees a beautiful article which was “looted” here, lias not yet recover
py crowd,
"Friend James,” replied Nathan, “thou out, and bis eves protruded from their sockets
make its appearance, will more than repay ed itself. But let it be borne in mind that in
“ We’ll dance all night till broad daylight,
—
his
body
writhed
like
a
dying
man
’
s.
Na

must not molest me, but let me go on mv wav
him tor all his pains helms taken to secure pillage, as in wanton destruction, the Chinese
And go home with the gals in the morning.”
than
persisted
in
holding
bis
grip
until
Jim
themselves far excel the British or even the
in peace. Ihy better judgment will surely teil
such excellent success.
became
entirely
pflS&ive;
be
then
relaxed
his
French soldier ; (he bonds of restraint once
thee that thou cannot possibly be benefitted by
hold.
Jim
was
slow
in
recovering
his
speech
A
Candid
Rebel
Confession.
CULTURE OF THE~STRAWBERRY. removed, and a celestial mob have no patriot
personally injuring me.”
and
bis
senses;
when
he
did,
he
begged
Na

No journal was more disdainfully fierce
ic or religious scruples as to the property of
“Get down in a moment.” thundered Jim ;
’“get down, you canting, lying, mischief-mak than, lor mercy’s sake, to release him.
At a meeting of the Fruit Growers’ Society mandarin, priest or peasant—as they fully ex
against the North a year ago, and until with
“When thee will make the promise I exact
ing, cowardly hypocrite. I'll drag you down
emplified at the sacking of Yuen-ming-yuen
if you don’t dismount.”
from thee, I will release thee, but uo sooner,” in a few weeks past, than the Charleston of Western New York, held at Rochester, Rev. and the Llama temple, the sacred proceeds of
Mr.
Knox-,
of
Pittsburg,
submitted
the
follow

Courier.
It
has
now
changed
its
tune.
The
“Friend James, I remonstrate against thy replied Nathan. .
which are to this day openly offered for sale
proceedings and against thy language,” repli
Jim saw that lie was powerless and that the victories at Fort Henry and Roanoke inspired ing remarks:
at more of less exorbitant prices in the shops
ed Nathan. “My religion teaches me sinceri Quaker was resolute. lie felt it was no use to the following comment in its issue of the 15th
He thought a rather light loam—what of Tien-stin.
ty, I am neither a liar, a mischief-maker, nor persist in his stubborness.
At, Ho-si-woo we met a French missionary
might, be termed a wheat soil—preferable to a
inst.
Our
readers
can
imagine
that
the
sub

a hypocrite ; I am no coward, but a man of
“I will give in,” be replied; “I will promise
sandy soil for the growth of strawberries._ bishop on his way to Europe, after having
sequent
surrender
of
Fort
Donelson
did
not
peace ; I desire to pursue my way quietly—let to love my neighbor as myself.”
Any soil, however, that would produce wheat passed twenty-five years in China. He was
me pass on.”
"Including "the Quaker ?” insinuated Na make it any happier. It says :
or corn would produce strawberries. It was dressed in the native costume, even to the pig
“Get down,” persisted Jim ; “down with than.
“We have sustained heavy loss in muni not necessary to make the soil very rich. He tail, and appeared to he treated with great rev
you ; I want to beat some of your religion out
*
’nc^ll^inS the Quaker’s, replied Jim. tions of war, our country has been deprived had some parts of bis plantation where straw erence by the unbelieving crowd who flocked
of you ; I must give you a flogging before I
1 lion ma vest arise then, friend Janies,” an- of the services of several thousands of her best berries were set out on land plowed in the or in to see the “mandarin priest.” The self-de
leave you. I think by the time I am through , swered Nathan, “and I trust the lesson thou best disciplined and bravest soldiers, and pa dinary way, about eight inches deep, and the votion, the zeal, and, as a very general rule,
with you, you will pass for a tolerably decent , licist learned to-day will wake a more peacea- rents and wives weep in the bitterness of grief plants succeeded well. lie preferred, howev the pureand simple lives led by the French mis
man ; I'll teach you a short and easy lesson ble citizen of thee, and I hope a better man.” over those who will never again bless them er, to subsoil some eighteen or twenty inches sionaries in China, (and their number through
on the importance of minding your own affairs,
Poor Jim was completely humbled; lie left with their smiles. The enemy pushes on, deep, breaking up the subsoil without bringing out the empire and the kingdom of Siam ex
and the risk you run in of slandering your the field with bis spirits completely cowed.— flushed with victory, to win more triumphs, it to the surface. The plants on this thor ceeds 1,500,) are not without their effect upon
neighbors.”
Not long after this occurrence the story be and to cause other hearts to bleed. We fell oughly pulverized and subsoiled land produced the people, although this is not displayed by
“I will not dismount,” said Nathan, firmly; came bruited about. This was more than Jim these reverses. We acknowledge them open crops for Zen or twelve years in succession, with wholesale and indiscriminate conversion to
“loosen thy hold from the bridle.”
could bear. He soon after left the scene of ly.”
out replanting in any way ! He cuts off the nominal Christianity.
Another day’s journey brought us to Chata“You won’t, won’t you ?” said Jim ; “then his many triumphs and his late defeat, and
runners as fast as they are formed. Plants in
-------------------- 4*0"--- --- ------------here goes,” and he made a desperate plunge to emigrated to the "far west.” The last I heard
fi@“The New York Commercial Advertiser rows thirty inches apart, and the plants ten on a hamlet at the foot of the Great Wall.—
collar the Quaker.
from him lie was preparing to make another states that the immediate cause of the death inches apart in the rows, making twenty The road for the last fifteen miles had been so
Nathan was on bis feet in an instant on the ■move. Being pressed for liis reason why he ot ex-Governor Pennington, whose complaint thousand plants to the acre. Prefers setting had that we were obliged to leave our hsrses
opposite side of the horse. The Quaker, al again emigrated, he said a colony of Quakers was typhoid fever, was the administration of out early in the spring. When he commenced at Nankin, luring in their place Tartar ponies.
though of much smaller proportions than his were about moving into liis neighborhood.— eight grains of morphine, by mistake instead strawberry culture, Mr. K. plowed between Nothing less surefooted than these shaggy,
, persecutor, was all sinew and muscle, and his He was under an obligation to love them, but of quinine.
the rows but latterly haB discarded all imple hardly little beasts could Lave carried us
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through those rugged mountain paths, which
we would have done on loot, but that one
mile’s march over the sharp rack which forms
the pavement would have left us shoeless.
At daybreak on the following morning we
climbed the highest peak of the mountain
range, and there, standing on the top of the
great wall, reflected upon the stupendous folly
of this wonderful work of human industry
which is said to have cost the country two
hundred thousand lives from sheer physical
exhaustion. The wall, which is built of stone
and brick, is twenty feet high and fifteen feet
broad, surmounted by a double parapet looph-ooled on the north side. As far as the eye
ridges of the precipitous black rocks like a gi
gantic serpent crawling along, and with its
breath poisoning all around; for, turn where
you will, nothing meets the view but the deso
late, dreary tract of rock, unrelieved by a
blade of grass or a tuft of moss, and huge
boulders strewing the base of the mountain
sides. It was the whim of a tyrant to build a
where Nature had already built a barrier far
more effectual than anything that human art
could construct. However, there it remains,
after a lapse of nearly two thousand years—a
monument of the cruel folly of one man, and
the patient industry and suffering of many
thousands.
Havingmadean abortive attempt at a sketch,
and tried in vain to discover one redeeming
feature in this vast scene of desolation, I se
cured my brick, and descending to the pass,
remounted to proceed homeward. Our guard
could hardly believe his senses—certainly he
doubted ours. When at Nankin mine host in
quired what we were going to the Great Wall
for. Our honest answer met with n© credit.—
Were there not walls everywhere? Was not
the wall of Pekin much better looking at?—
And then, as for shooting, why come so far
for game when it could be bought in the mar
ket at our very doors? His impression evi
dently was that We had some sinister project
in view; but when we returned with the brick
the good man simply burst out laughing, and
set us down for a couple of harmless maniacs.

came up; “go on,’’ said Gen. Lander to Carroll, “we need you now—clean them out, and
take their baggage.” Col. Carroll cleared the
road as he went, both Infantry regiments be
having admirably, following and engaging
the enemy to the last, until ordered back.—
The pursuit was continued eight miles.
The result of this affair was the capture of
18 commissioned officers and 45 non-commis
sioned officers and privates. Thirty of the
rebels Were killed, with a loss on our side of
seven killed and wounded. Col. Carroll with
the Ohio 8th drove the enemy beyond the lim
its of Gen. Lander’s department and return
ed.
—---------- ---------------------

Number of Ohio Troops.
Adjutant-General C. P. Buckingham has
submitted his report for 1861, from which we
make the following abstract showing the num
ber of troops raised in this State.
The report is dated Dec. 31, 1861. Of Ohio
troops there were then :
INFANTRY.

In the field—Forty-six Regiments.
Full in camp—Eleven.
Nearly full—Eleven.
Organizing—Thirteen.
Cavalry,
In the field—Four Regiments,
“
One Squadron.
“
Four Independent Cos,
Full in Camp—Four Regiments.
“
One Independent Co,
Artillery.
In the field—Twelve Batteries.
Full in Camp—Eight,
Organizing—Nine.
Having an aggregate number of men in the
corps, of—
Infantry,................................................ 67,5415
Cavalry,.......................................................

Artillery,................................................

7,270
3,028

Total force raised in Ohio for three years’
service, ................... ........................... 77,840
The Tennessee and Cumberland Rivers. Add twenty-two full regiments of three
months’ infantry,.............................. 22,000
The fallowing facts in regard to these two
Add two companies of 3 months’ cavalry
184
important rivers in Tennessee, will interest ev Add two sections of3 months’ artillery,
80
ery reader of the Banner :
Add Barnett’s Battery, 3 months’artill
ery........................................................
120
THE TENNESSEE RIVER.
Tke Tennessee River has its course chiefly
in the State of Tennessee, and is the largest Making the whole number of men enlis
ted in Ohio, ....................................... 100,224
tributary of the Ohio. Its most remote sour
ces are Clinch and Holston Rivers, which rise
Freni the New York Times.
in the Alleghany Mountains of Virginia.—
Battles Lost and Won.
From Knoxville it pursues a south-west direc
tion across the State and enters Alabama,
A correspondent has taken the trouble to
when it pursues a westerly course for 150 or collect for us an approximately accurate list of
200 miles, and then turns north and enters the warlike encounters of last year, and thia
Tennessee again, crossing the State and the
western portion of Kentucky and entering the year so far. He says :
While making our “preparations” we have
Ohio IL} miles below the mouth of the Cum
berland and 774 above the mouth of the Ohio. fought the following battles of the rebellion,
The whole descent of the river from its most | giving to the rebels the battles of Wilson’s
remote source to its mouth is about. 1,700 feet.
Its whole length by the course of the river is Creek, Belmont and Sumter:
UNION VICTORIES.
1,200 miles. It drains a surface of 41,000
square miles. There are no perpendicular June 2—Phillipi.
falls and few rapids which obstruct navigation | June 17—Booneville.
through its whole course. The greatest oh- I July 5—Brier Forks (Siegel’s victory.)
strurtirm ie nt MnseU Shonlc; Alabama, 257 ( July 11—Defeat of Pegram by McClellan,
miles from the mouth, to which point steam i July 13—Carrick’s Ford, (death of Garnett,
boats ascend. A canal 36 miles in length has
rebel.)
been built around these shoals, and above the 1 Aug. 28—Hatteras Forts.
navigation for boats is unobstructed for 250 , Sept. 10—Rout of Floyd, Ganiev Bridge.
miles. The river being rapid is chiefly favor Oct. 5—Second defeat of rebels at Hatteras.
able for navigation down stream.
Oct. 8—Santa Rosa Island.
THE CUMBERLAND RIVER.
Oct. 11—Repulse of Southwest Pass.
The Cumberland River rises in the Cumber ' Oct. 25—Charge of Fremont’s Guard.
land Mountains near the boundary between | Oct. 27—Romney (Kelley wounded.)
Virginia and Kentucky, and pursuing a west | Nov. 7—Port Royal.
erly or south-westerly course enters Tennessee. 1 Dec. 13—Camp Alleghany, Virginia.
After an extensive sweep to the south it turns Dec. 18—1,300 rebels captured by Pope in
Missouri.
north westwardly and northerly, and enters
and crosses Kentucky, entering the Ohio Ill- Dec. 18—Dranesville.
miles east of the mouth of Tennessee River
1862.
and 59 miles above the mouth of the Ohio.—
Second
rebel
repulse at Santa Rosa.
The entire length of the river is about 600
Humphrey Marshall’s rout.
miles, and it drains a territory of 17,500 square
Capture of rebel batteries in South
miles. It is navigable for large steamboats
Carolina.
and vessels to Nashville, 208 miles from the
Mill Spring (Zollicoff'er killed.)
mouth, and for boats of 15 tuns 300 miles fur
Fort Henry.
ther. At certain seasons of high water vessels
Roanoke Island.
of 400 tuns can descend the river 400 miles to
Fort Donelson.
the Ohio, and for half its length boats may
REBEL VICTORIES, 1861.
navigate it at all seasons. It is the second ri
ver in size which enters the Ohio, being inferi 1 April 12—Sumter.
or only to the Tennessee. Below Nashville, June 10—Big Bethel.
the liver is deep and narrow. There are on July 21—Bull Run.
the borders of the Cumberland 19 furnaces, 9 Sept. 29—Lexington.
forges, and 2 rolling mills, producing annually Oct. 25—Massacre of Ball’s Bluff.
44,500 tuns of iron valued at $1,673,00.
Nov. 7—Belmont.
Wilson’s Creek.
1862, NONE.
recapitulation.
Union victories, 23; Rebel victories, 7 ; ra
tio, 3 to 1.

Interesting Uarietn.

How Lander Captured Five Officers—
Gallantry of "the Ohio Eighth.

Wellington Never Lost a Gun.

It is a singular fact in this man’s history
We have telegraphic account of a brilliant that he never lost a gun to tlie enemy. “Re
exploitat BloomingGap in Virginia. TheGap turning with hint one day from the hunting
was held by a rebel force of 4,000 under Gen. field,” says Lord Ellesmere, “I asked him if
Carson. Gen. Lander intended, by a dash at ' he could form any calculation of guns he had
night through the Gap, to strike terror to the taken in the course ofhis career?” “No,” he
rebels, surround the officers’ quarters and : replied, “not with accuracy; somewhere about
capture them before the rebels could form.— three thousand, I should guess. At Oporto,
When Lander, and staff'and the 1st Virginia : setter the passage of the Douro, I took the en
Cavalry dashed through the Gap, the rebels tire siege train of the enemy : at Vittoria and
had fallen back. Lander then ordered the ' Waterloo, I took every gun the enemy had in
Cavalry to push and cut off the enemy’s the field. After the battle of Salamanc ■/' he
baggage. Meanwhile Gen. Lander brought i went on to explain, “three of my guns, at ach
up the Ohio 8th and Virginia 7th Infantry for ' ed to some Portuguese cava’ry, were cap
a support. The Cavalry encountered the eri- 1 tured in a trifling affair near Madrid, but
emy about two miles from Blooming, and be- i they were recovered the next day. In the
ing fired upon came to a halt. Lander hear- ■ Pyrenees, Lord Hill found himself ol lized to
ing the firing came up and ordered the Caval- ' throw eight or nine guim over a precipice, but
ry forward, but the men faltered. Lander I these were all recovered, and none fell into the
said, “ Come on,” halting at the head of the enemy’s hand at all.”
column only long enough to tell the men to i
remember their holy mission and follow their i The N. Y. Herald, in reference to Garrison's
General to victory, liis appeal was answered lecture there, says that “some journals had re
by one private named John Cannon, a Vir- | ferred to the fact of Garrison recently remov
ginia refugee. Gen. Lander charged, follow ing the motto from his paper, ‘The Constitution
ed by Major Armstrong, Asst. Adjutant Gen- ; a Covenant with Death and an agreement with
eral; Fitz James O’Brien, the well known po- ' Hell,’ as a proof that he had abated in the feet ofhis staff’; and Major Bannister, Pay-' rosity of his sentiments. In the lecture he almaster U. S. A., who had volunteered for the ! hides to this and refutes it. He says the true
expedition. A group of Rebel officers were reason of the removal of the motto was that
distant, about 300 yards, encouraging their ‘death and hell had seceded’ from the Union,
men. Gen. Lander being mounted on his cele which, accordingly, he now calls ‘glorious.’—
brated horse, outran the regt of the party, and lie does not abate one iota against the Consti
cut off’the retreat of the Rebel officer. “Sur tution and the Union, with negro slavery in
render, gentlemen,” he said, coolly dismount them. ‘That Constitution,’ he says, could it
ing, extended his hand to receive the sword of be enforced as hitherto, would still be ‘a cov
Col. Baldwin, whom an instant before he had enant with death,’ and that Union would still
appeared to outside observers to he riding di he an ‘agreement with hell.’ He goes further,
rectly over, live of the Rebel officers sur and says if the officers should resign rather
rendered to Gen. Lander, and four more, im than he employed in abolishing slavery, and
mediately afterward, to the officersof his staff, in aiding and assisting in servile insurrection,
among them the Assistant Adjutant General ‘they will be guilty of treason.’ To which a
voice responded, they ought to be hanged ;’
of Gen. Carson.
The rebels seeing the small force with Lan and Garrison continued, ‘they will deserve
der poured in a volley from tlye woods, and hanging. If such men are our officers, then
the cavalry recovered from their panic return the army is filled with traitors.’ Such is the
ed the fire. Lander then ordered the cavahv ‘moderation’ of Garrison, ft is easy to teee
to charge up the road, and the advance guard who are the real traitors to the Union and
did so. hut the main body were paralyzed.— Constitution.”
Col. Evans with the 1st Virginia Infantry ;
General Buell goes with General Mc
came up and captured some ot the rebels.
s
Gen. Lander shot at one ofhis own cavalry ; Cook’s division, to take command in person
men who refused to go forward, saying, “the on the Cumberl m l. where he will press the en
next time I’ll hit you, and if you don’t clear emy with eighty thousand men, while Gener
the road this regiment shall deploy and fire als Nelson and Mitchell will press them on the
upon vou.” Col. Carroll with the Ohio 8th

A FEW WORDS FOR JUDGE DAVIS.
Judge Davis, who’recentlv became Editor
j of the radical abolition organ in this city.
: (whic h was started for the avowed purpose of
•‘Hi; IS A FREEMAN Mlil’J! Til
TK' T H fc..h f IEEE*
' breaking down the old Republican paper.)
JiOlUt'T ¥£KW'iS> 0I2.IO;
! wishes to create the impression that we sym
TUESDAY MORNING, - - - MARCH 4, 186 pathize with the rebels. No, Sir! you are
greatly mistaken. We have denounced the
rebels from the very moment they raised their 1
OUR SIOlTO:
traitorous hands to destroy the Union. Bud
THE U32CM AS ST WAS,
AND
we have denounced the abolition traitors, too ; and
THE CONSTITUTION AS IT IS!
herein lies the difference between Judge Davis
and ourself. No man living in this communi
TSE FOURTH oTmARCH.
ty is better posted in regard to the treasonable
designs
of the abolitionists than brother Davis,
One'year ago this day, Abraham Lincoln
was inaugurated President of these United and it he only exhibited as much courage in
States. One year of Republican rule—and j denouncing them as he shows a willingness to
what have we? A million of armed men in misrepresent us, it would be much more to his
the field—and nearly every State a battle field, credit. It is a very cheap kind of patriotism
section against section, State against State; for him to fire paper bullets at the traitors in
brother against brother; an overwhelming the South, who are endeavoring to destroy the
national debt; Commerce destroyed, the farm Union, whilc’the abolition traitors here in the
ing interest prostrated, mechanics idle, and ru North, who are engaged in the same parrici
in and desolation on every side! All this is dal work, entirely escape his displeasure.
As the great Union army marches on from
the result of sectional agitation and sectional
rule. Friends and fellow countrymen,—Re victory to victory, and the rebels are forced to
publicans as well as Democrats,—how do you laydown their arms, the Union sentiment of
the South, so long muzzed and imprisoned,
like the change “ as far as it has gone?”
once more breaks forth into jubilations, as the
NO SENATOR YET?
“starry banner of the free,” bursts upon their
The radical Abolitionists in the Legislature, vision, in all its beauty and glory ! At a time
like this, when every true hearted American
who support Ben. Wade for U. S. Senator, ar
patriot hopes soon to see the good old Union
ranged matters for a caucus on Friday night
last, hoping that they could muster sufficient restored, just as it was framed by the fathers
of the Constitution, the abolition traitors of
strength to put their candidate through. But
the North, who seek to lead the Republican
the conservative Union men refused to enter
party, declare that they want “no Union with
into the arrangement, and the caucus conse
Slavery.” Rather than have the Union re
quently did not take place. Every day’s post
stored, they prefer to let the South go, and
ponement renders Wade’s chances less cer
have the army withdrawn. The New York
tain.
Tribune, which is the Republican bible of this
John W. Forney, the renegade, is writing
country, says:
letters to the members of the Legislature, urg
“Speaking for ourselves, we can honestly
ing them to vote for Wade. His interference say that for that old Union which was kept in
in this matter, is about as impertiment as his existence by Southern menaces and Northern
interference in the difficulty between Forrest concessions, we have no regrets and no wish
and his wife. He is a bad man, morally and for its reconstruction. Who wants any Union
which can only be preserved by systematic
politically, and his friendship would ruin any wrongand
organized political blunders ? Who
honest man or any honest cause.
wants any Union which is nothing but a sen
timent to lacker Fourth of July Orations with
THE ABOLITION DISUNIONISTS.
al ?”
We desire to know from Judge Davis if he
The Abolition radicals, who cry out “ Union,
Union!” do not mean thereby the re-establish indorses sentiments like that ? If he does not
ment of "the good old Union, which was fram (and we are constrained to believe that tie does
not,) let him come out like a man of courage
ed by the Fathers of the Republic, based on
and a patriot, and denounce the New York
the Constitution, but such a Union as Burling
'Tribune as a traitorous, disunion sheet.
ame desired when he demanded an “Anti-Sla
The Hon. Benj. F. Wade, at present U. S.
very Constitution, an Anti-Slavery Bible, and
Senator from this State, and who is making
an Anti-Slavery God.” These radicals really
desperate efforts to be re-elected, in a speech
from their hearts desire to see the Union over
i which he delivered at Portland, Maine, in
thrown. This is made manifest from their re
! 1855, uttered this attrocious sentiment. lie
joicing when Fremont, Cameron, Jim Lane, i-i
said :
Phelps, &c., recommenced the emancipation
“There was really no Union between the
and arming of the Slaves : and from them vio North and the South, and he believed no two
lent abuse of Generals McClellan, Halleck, nations upon the earth entertained feelings of
Butler, and others, who declare that the war more bitter rancor toward each other than these
shall be prosecuted solely with the view of two sections of the Republic. The only salva
tion of the Union, therefore, was to be found
putting down the rebellion, and not for des in divesting it entirely from all taint of slavery.
troying the legal rights and domestic institu There w-->8 no Union in the South. Let us
tions of the people of the South. The Aboli have a Union, or let us sweep away tiie
tionists are very much afraid, after the re lelliofi REMNANT WHICH WE CALL A U.NION.”
Judge Davis, do you indorse that traitorous
is put down, that the Democracy will come in
to power again, and the agitators, mischief- language? If not, have the courage to say so.
makers and traitors, North as well as South, and denounce its author as an enemy of the
will be forever silenced by the indignant wrath Union, a rebel and a traitor ! There is no use
of an outraged people. Such men as Jolt'. Ba mincing matters ; speak out like a white man,
vis and Sumner, Floyd and Giddings, Beaure with a soul in his body. If you are in favor
gat'd at; 1 Lo. ejoy. Buckner s.n ' G e e; Wise of re electing Ben. Wade, who wishes to
and Jim Lane, may as well at once prepare sweep awav t’ne remnant which we call a
Union,” let the world know it. If you exe
to “ flee from the wrath to come.”
crate all such disunionists as Wade, Giddings,
Sumner, Wilson, Greeley, Lovejoy, Beecher.
The “ Damnation Bill” Killed.
The “ piety ” of the present bogus “ Union” C’heever, and the whole tribe of radicals, don’t
Legislature of Ohio, is about on a par with be afraid to say so, openly and boldly. Don’t
its patriotism and intelligence. It had a bill mince your words—don't beat around the
lately before it to inflict a fine on any person bush—don’t run your head in the sand, like
guilty of swearing, &c. When the bill came an ostrich. These abolition radicals are the
u ■ for final passage in the House, Mr. Dressel men who will hereafter give the country trou
(Dem.) of'ereu the following amendment, viz: ble. Are you ready to unite with them to de
‘ An v person offending against the provisions stroy the Union, or are you in favor of treat
of this act, who is new or hereafter may be, a ing them like Jeff. Davis or any other • rebel
ca rd la.e for United Sta.e -Senator, shall, n and traitor ? That's the question, Judge Da
addition to the fine imposed by this act, for vis ! Stand up and answer! Yea or nay ?
feit all his right to be a candidate for such of
fice.” When it is known that this amend
GEN. BUCKNER.
ment had direct reference to that Abolition
By a'dispatch from Cairo, we learn that Gen.
“saint,” Ben Wade, the hit was so palpable
B
uckner
has been delivered to the U. S. Mar
that the “ damnation bill,” as it was called,
was instantly killed 1 My Uncle Toby’s ar shal, on a warrant issued by Justice Catron,
my in Flanders might take lessons from Ben. of U. S. Supreme Court. He will be taken to
Kentucky and tried for treason. That is the
Wade!
------------- ------------------right way to treat him.
New Senator from Indiana.
On the 22d of February, 1861, Gen. Buck
Gov. Morton, of Indiana has appointed Ex- ner having been invited to participate in a
Governor Wright to fill the vacancy in the Union celebration of Washington’s Birth-day.
Senate from that State, occasioned by the ex thus responded for himself and his men. Who
pulsion of Senator Bright. The Abolitionists could have believed that the writer of such a
inav have gratified their malice by expelling letter would so soon be found guilty of an at
Bright, but his successor will probably prove tempt to destroy the very Union he so elo
as sharp a thorn in their sides. lie is a Na quently eulogized ? Shame on the wretch !
tional Democrat, and will be found in deadly
For the military and for myself I cordially
opposition to the Abolitionists in all their cra accept an invitation which will enable us to
zy schemes of emancipation, and in their wick unite in commemorating the return of a day
never fails to inspire fresh patriotism in
ed designs to destroy the Union and the Con which
he heart of an American. I am confident
Btitution. Sumner & Co. will find that their you could not appeal to any class of the citi
vindictive hate of Democrats will return some zens of Louisville more devotedly attached to
the Union than her military; and there are
day to plague themselves.
none who better love the flag which is. at once
colors under which they march, and the
Camercn Wants hack into the Senate. the
emblem of our nationality.
By advices from Harrisburgh, we learn that’
I am sir, very respectfully, vour obedient
that corrupt scoundrel, Simon Cameron, has servant. .
S. B. BUCKNER,
Inspector General.
another “trade and dicker on hand. It is said
To Hon. T. H. Crawford, Mayor of Louis
he dislikes going to Russia, and is now figur
ing with the notorious Davy Wilmot to ex
change places with him—that is, Wilmot to
THE OLD UNION OR NOTHING.
go as Minister to Russia and Simon to take
The
New York Journal of Commerce, of Feb.
his place in the Senate! This is a very nice
24th,
has
a capital article, from which we ex
arrangement, provided it can be carried out.—
It is reported that Simon calculates to make tract these pungent passages : That which is
at least a million of dollars out of the present before us is either the Constitution of the Uni
administration, before it goes outofoffice, and ted States, restored to its pristine power and ef
he knows full well that Washington is a bet ficiency, or it is anarchy; the old Union, or
ter place to plunder and steal than St. Peters- nothing. Gentlemen may as well view this
burgh. Have we no laws to punish wealthy future with clear eyes.
*
*
*
scoundrels?
We have said,' the future is the Constitution
________ ♦# -- — - —■
or anarchy. The people of America have but
Troops for Gen. Burnside.
We learn from the New York Evening Post one form of loyalty, and that is to the written
that reinforcements have been sent to General law which makes the Union. Destroy that,
Burnside, which will increase his force to for overthrow that, and the State sovereignty re
ty thousand. This will enable him to man vives which claims the allegiance of every citi
zen. If gentlemen imagine that out of the
age the troops withdrawn from Manassas.— wreck they propose to make, there can be re
We trust the same strength has already been created an American Union, they are sadly,
given to Sherman and Dupont. We have terribly misled.
The war is for the Union. Not for the
plenty of good and tried men to spare from be
Union of'Northern States. Not for the Union
fore Washington, and then Savannah and of East and West. But for the Union of
Charleston would both be ours.
Maine with Louisiana, the Union of every
State which has hitherto been one of the glo
The House consists of ninety-seven rious company; and the curse of ages will
members, the average age of whom is forty- rest on those men who for any cause cut oft
five years; the oldest member is Hon E. Stew one, either their own or another State, from
American Union. The sin of the aboli
art, of Huron Co., who is in his sixty-seventh the
tionist who would exscind a State is precise
year: the youngest member is Hon. D. Uhl, ly that of the secessionist who would seduce a
of Holmes Cq., who is twenty-seven years old State from allegiance,
ED TED Bi’ L. HAKPEIt.

NASHVILLE TAKEN!

HUZZA FOR GEN. HALLECK.

EDITORIAL BREVITIES.

all efforts failing to prevent her sinking,
THE EXPEDITION TO ALABAMA. i and
we were forced to abandon her, and with her a

Gen. Buell’s division of the army reached
The following order issued b}' Gen. Halleck
' considerable quantity of fine lumber. Wear©
£57“ The Senate has ad nitied Air. Starke Lieutenant Phelps’ Official Report of the having trouble in getting through of the bridge
Nashville in the early part of last week, and is just (lie thing for the times. The Aboli
j here.
Tennessee "River Expetlition.
took possession of the City without meeting tion papers are perfectly fiendish in their abuse as Senator from Oregon, by a vote ©f 26 yeas
i I now come to the. to me, most interesting
-----o----with the slightest opposition. Gov. Harris, of Halleck for this act; but the Democrats : to 10 nays. The Abolitionists tried hard to
TIi© Outbreiilt of Union Sentiment portion of this report, one which has already
keep
him
out.
with the Legislature had previously gone) to an 1 all other Union men will say to him,
, become lengthy ; but I must trust you will find
ai fclie Soiitlx.
j some excuse tor this in the fact that it embraMemphis, and Gen. Floyd and his rebel army “well done, good and faithful servant.” We' £(©“■ There was recently a very destructive
----- «----a history of labors and movements, day
stole away to parts unknown. It is said that now begin to see the clear sky-light of a glori fire in Commercial street Boston, which de The following official report of Lieutenant j'ces
and night, from the sixth to the tenth of the
stroyed
property
to
the
value
of
a
million
of
white flags, are flying at Memphis, but this ous Union beyond the clouds and smoke of
Phelps more than confirms the statements : month, all of which details I deem it proper to
needs confirmation, as we have other reports this wicked rebellion, brought on the country j dollars.
previously given in reference to Union senti i give you. ll u have met with the most gratfying
President Felton of Harvard College, ment in Tennessee:—
proofs of loyalty everywhere across Tennessee and
that the rebels are preparing to make a bold by the joint efforts of the fanatics of the North
in the portions oj Mississippi and Alabama we vis
died on the 26th inst.
fight there. The Stare and Stripes now float and the South:
U. S. Gunboat Connestoua, 1
ited. Most affiecting instances greeted us almost
It
is
reported
that
Jeff'.
Davis
has
T
ennessee
R
iver
,
Feb.
10,
1862.
j
over the beautiful capital of Tennessee! Be Important General Order by Gen Hal
hourly. Men, women and children several times
leck—The Troops Cautioned Against made overtures for a compromise, provided Flag-Officer A. II. Foote, United States Navy, .gathered in crowds of hundreds, shouted their wclfore abdicating Nashville it is said Gov. Har
Commanding Naval Forces Western Waters :
Excesses—Further Movements South new guarantees for Slavery are given.
I come, and hailed their nationalflag with an enthusiris had.the public library and public records all
Sir—Soon after the surrender of Fort Hen \asm there was no mistaking; it was genuine and
Contemplated.
Senator
Wilson
has
introduced
aprodestroyed. Oh, the Vandal!
ry on the 6th instant, I proceeded, in obedi heartfelt. Those people braved everything to
Headquarters Department or AIo.,)
position providing for the abolition of Slavery ence to your order, up the Tennessee river with go
The following sketch of Nashville, taken
to the river-hank ; where a sight of their'
(St. Louis. Feb. 22, 1862. J
the Taylor, Lieutenant-Commanding Gwin ; flag might once more be enjoyed, and they
from exchange paper, will be interesting to our
The Afajor-General Commanding the De in Alaryland and Delaware.
£§7“ Generals Buckner and Tilghinan pass Lexington, Lieutenant-Commanding Shirk, and have experienced, as they related, every possipartment desires to impress upon all officers
readers:
the
importance
of
preserving
good
order
and
ed
through Cleveland on Thursday, on their this vessel, forming a division of the flotilla, I hie form of persecution. Tears flowed freely
Nashville is situated on the left or the west discipline among their troops, as the armies
and arrived after dark at the railroad crossing down the cheeks of men as well as of women,
bank of the Cumberland river, some 200miles of the West advance into Tennessee and the way to Fort Warren.
twenty-five miles above the fort, having on and there were those who had fought under
by the course of the stream from its mouth ; j Southern .States. Let us show to our fellow&KU Col. Wood's cavalry has driven the en the way destroyed a small amount of camp the Stars and Stripes at Moultrie, who in this
280 miles north-east of Memphis; 266 miles citizens
emy out of Texas and Howell counties, Miss equipage abandoned by the flying rebels. The manner testified to their joy.
in
those
States
that
we
come
merely
southwest of Lexington, in Kentucky,and 684 I to crush out rebellion and restore to them
draw of the bridge was found closed, and the
This display of feeling and sense of glad
miles from Washington City. Many of the peace arid the benefits of the Constitution and ouri, and taken 60 rebel prisoners.
■machinery for turning it disabled. About ness at our success, and the hopes it created
The actual number of prisoners taken half a mile above were several rebel transport
private residences are erected on a scale of pa the Union, of'which they have been deprived
in the breasts of so many people in the heart
latial magnitude and splendor, and the public by their selfish and unprincipled leaders.— at Roanoke Island is 2,488.
steamers escaping up stream.
of the Confederacy, astonished us not a little,
buildings exhibit a corresponding character.— They
A party was landed, and in one hour I had and I assure you, sir, I would not have failed
Da?" J im Lane’s grand military Expedition
have been told that we come to.oppress
The suburbs abound with picturesque scenery, and plunder.
By your acts we will undeceive has gone up. Like its author, it was a grand the satisfaction to see the draw open. The to witness it for any consideration. I trust it
enriched with beautiful groves of cedar. The them; we will prove
Taylor being the slowest of the gunboats, Lieu has given us all a higher sense of the sacred
to them that we come to
city was originally laid out. in lots of one restore, not to violate, the Constitution and humbug.
tenant-Commanding Gwin landed a force to character of our present duties. I was assured
acre each, with a reservation of four acres for Laws. In restoring to them the glorious flag
The President has approved of the destroy a portion of the railroad track and to at Savannah that of the several hundred troops
public buildings. The boundaries have since of the Union, we will assure them that they Treasury Note Bill, and it has therefore be secure such military stores as might be found, there more than one-halt, had we gone to the
been enlarged.
while I directed Lieutenant-Commanding attack in time, would have hailed us as deliv
enjoy under its folds the same protection come a law.
The new capital, which stands on a com shall
Shirk to follow me with all speed in chase of erers and gladly enlisted with the national
of'life
and
property
a3
in
former
days.
The
Union
feeling
in
Alabama
and
manding eminence, one hundred and seventythe fleeing boats. In five hours this boat force.
Soldiers, let no excess on your part tarnish
five feet above the river, is one of the most no the glory of our arms. The orders heretofore Tennessee is represented as being very strong. succeeded in forcing the rebels to abandon and
In Tennessee, the people generally, in their
ble, magnificent and costly structures in Amer issued in this Department in regard to pilla Secession has about played out.
burn those of their boats loaded with military enthusiasm, braved secessionists and spoke
ica. The material is fine limestone, which ging, marauding, the destruction of private
Neither France nor England will at stores. The first one fired (Samuel Orr) had their views freely, but in Alississippi and Ala
was quarried on the spot, and nearly resem property, stealing and the concealment of
on board a quantity of submarine batteries, bama what was said was guarded. “ If we
present
interfere in American affairs. They which very soon exploded. The second one dared
bling marble. The dimensions are 240 feet by slaves, must be strictly enforced.
express ourselves freely, you would hear such,
185, and the estimated cost 81,000,000. It is
It does not belong to the military to decide have sense enough to keep themselves out of was freighted with powder, cannon, shot, grape, a shout greeting your coming as you never heard,”
built, as it is stated, entirely of stone and iron, upon the relations of master and slave; such trouble.
balls, &c. Fearing an explosion from the fired “We know there are many Unionists among
without any wood about it, except the plank questions must be settled by the Civil Courts.
boats—there were two together—I had stop us, but a reign of terror makes us afraid of
The
rebel
guns
on
the
Potomac
are
si

on which the copper roofing is fastened ; the No fugitive slave will therefore be admitted
ped at a distance of one thousand yards ; but our shadows.” We were told too: “Bring
floor and inner walls are of crossed stone. A within our lines or camps, except when spe lent, and it is believed that they are entirely even there our skylights were broken by the us a small, organized force, with arms and am
abandoned.
lunatic asylum on a large scale has recently cially ordered by the general commanding.
concussion, the light upper deck was raised munition for us, and we can maintain our po
been erected in the vicinity. The State Peni
There will never be permanent peace bodily, doors were forced open, and locks and sition, and put down rebellion in our midst.”
Women and children, merchants, farmers,
tentiary at this place is 313 feet by 50, con mechanics, and all persons not in arms are in this country until all the enemies of the fastenings everywhere broken.
There were, it is true, i\ hole communities, who,
taining 200 cells. The University of Nash* regarded "as non-comb itan ts, and are not to
The whole river, for halfa mile round about on our approach, fled to the woods, but these
Union,
the
abolitionists
and
secessionists,
are
ville was founded in 1806. The Medical Col be molested either in their person or prop
was completely “ beaten up” by the falling were where there was less of the loyal elelege connected with the University was open-j erty. If, however, thev aid and assist the ene made to dance without a floor to stand up fragments, and the shower of shot, grape, balls, ement. and where the fleeing steamers in ad
ed in 1851; it occupies a spacious building, my, they become belligerents, and will be on.
&c. The bouse of a reported Union man was vance had spread tales of our coming with fire
and has upward of 150 studedts. There are treated as such. If thev violate the laws of
The citizens of Steubenville tendered blown to pieces, and it is suspected there was brands burning, destroying, ravishing and plun
also a number of female seminaries, the lar war, they will be made to suffer the penalties of
in landing the boats in front of the dering.
a public dinner to Col. Bob AIcC’ook the oth design
doomed home. The Lexington having fallen
The crews of these vessels have had a very
gest of which is attended by more than 300 such violation.
er
day,
but
in
a
very
modest
note
he
declined
behind, and being without a pilot on board, laborious time, but have evinced a spirit in
pupils.
Alilitary stores and public property of the
There were fifteen newspapers published here, enemy must be surrendered. Any attempt to the honor.
I concluded to wait for both of the boats to the work highly creditable to them. Lieuten.six of them daily. Nashville contains three conceal such property, by fraudulent transfer
The valuable Iron Works of Hon. come up. Joined by them, we proceeded up ants-Commanding Gwin and Shirk have been
the river. Lieutenant-Commanding Gwin bad untiring, and I owe to them and to their offi
banks, with a total capital of 85,182,500 and or otherwise, will be punished: hut no private
fifteen Miurches, representing the various re property will be touched unless by order cf John Bell, on the Cumberland river, were destroyed some of the trestle work of the end cers many obligations for our entire success.
shelled and destroyed by the Union gun 1 oats, of the bridge, burning with them lots of camp
I am, respectfully, vour obedient servant,
ligious denominations. The mineral cabinet the General commanding.
S. L. PHELPS,
of the late Dr. Troost contains the largest pri
Whenever it becomes necessary to levy forc having been employed in casting balls for the i equipage. J. N. Brown, formerly a lieuten
Lieutenant-Commanding, U. S. N.
ant in the navy, now signing himself C. S. N„
vate collection in the United States. The city ed contributions for the supply and subsist rebels.
had tied with such precipitation as to leave his
is lighted with gas. The Cumberland river is ence of our troops, such levies will be made
------------............ ..... -----The Cumberland Gap and Russellville, papers behind. These Lieutenant Command
crossed by a magnificent wire suspension bridge as light as possible, and be so distributed as to
Good News from Tennessee.
built at a cost of 8100,000. Water is supplied produce no distress among the people. All Ky., are in possession of the Federal troops. ing Gwin brought away, and I send them to
by being raised from the Cumberland river.— property so taken must he receipted and fully
ko'1' Five thousand Fort Donelson prison you. as they give an official history of the reb
Six railroads now enter at Nashville, affording accounted for as heretofore directed.
era have arrived at Camp Alorton, Indianapo el floating preparations on thi Al ssissippi, OCCUPATION OF NASHVILLE CON
Cumberland and Tennessee. Lieut. Brown
communiction with many desired points. It
These orders will he read at the head of ev lis.
FIRMED.
had charge of the construction of gunboats.
is the terminus of the Nashville and Chattan ery regiment, and all officers are commanded
Four thousand of the Fort Donelson
At night on the 7th we arrived at a landing
ooga railroad, 250 miles long, which was fin to strictly enforce them.
in Hardin county, Tenn.. and known as Cerro
ished in 1852, at an expense of about $3,000,prisoners are at Camp Douglas. Chicago.
oiripes X wd till?
By order of
AIaj.. Gen. Halleck.
000.
State House.
One of tbs released Richmond prison Gordo, where we found the steamer Eastport
N. II. AIcGlean, Ass’t Adj't Gen.
being converted into a gunboat. Armed boat
The road is built in a very substantial man
ers
gives
assurance
of
a
strong
Union
organi

crews were immediately sent on board, and
ner, and completed the connection with Char
and the Legislature Flee
LOOK OUT FOR THUNDER ’
zation at Richmond. fliey claim to be 3,000 search made for means of destruction that Gov. Harris to
leston and Savannah. The commerce of Nash
Memphis.
might
have
been
devised.
She
had
been
scut

ville is very extensive, amounting annually to
strong.
Out
of
seventeen
fortifications
sur

The only construction that we can put up
over five thousand tunnage, composed of steam on the following order of Secretary Stanton, is rounding the city only one is armed, and the tled, and the suction pipes broken. These
Chicago, Feb. 25.—A special to the Tribune
leaks were soon stopped. A number of rifle
boats navigating the Cumberland river, enga
shots were fired at our vessels, but a couple of from Cairo says: Nashville was yesterday oc
ged in the conveyance of passengers, and the that some secret military movements, prepara city could be easily taken.
An article in the Richmond A\ big, shells dispersed the rebels. On examination I cupied by ten thousand troops under Gen. Bu
traffic of goods and produce. Extensive man tory for another great battle, are tai. ing place,
ufacturing establishments are in successful op and lie don't wish the press to j;o t the enemy calls the Jeff. Davis Administration the most found that there were large quantities of tint ell. The Federal flag is now flying over the
eration at this place, among which may be in regard to what is going o . Look out for lamentable failure in history, and suggests her and lumber prepared for fitting up the East- ■State House. The Tennessee Legislature ad
mentioned the powder mill, the rolling mill,
port: that the vessel itself-—some 280 feet long journed Saturday, and met again yesterday at
that the best service that Government can ren —
the Tennessee Iron Works; just below the thunder :
was in excellent condition, and already half- Aletnphis. It is reported that commissioners
der
the
country
is
to
surrender
the
helm
of
city, on the Cumberland river, which are as
finished; considerable of the plating designed have been appointed to confer with the Feder
Official War Bulletin.
extensive, and equal in capacity to any in the
state to abler and better bands.
for her was lying on the bank and everything al authorities at Washington, to arrange terms
War Department, I
United States, and founderies and machine
Dn?" The town of Winton. N. C., according at hand to complete her. I therefore directed for a transfer of allegiance and that Gov. Har
Washing ion. Feb. 25. J
shops. The population of Nashville at pres
It is ordered that from and after Feb. 26, the to the Confederates, lias been taken and burnt Lieutenant Commanding Gwin to remain with ris offered to turn the Confederate forces over
ent is about 26,000.
President, by virtue of an act of Congress, by the Burnside Expedition. The rebels had the Tavlor to guard the prize and to load the to the Union.
lumber, &c., while the Lexington and Conesto
takes military possession of all telegraph
A gentleman who escaped from Columbus,
a battery stationed at Winton and made con ga should proceed still higher up.
LENDING AID AND COMFORT TO lines in the United States.
arriving here last night, represents a general
Soon after daylight on the 8th, we passed Union sentiment in 1 ennessee, and thinks the
2d. All telegraphic communications in re siderable efforts to defend the place, but were
THE ENEMY.
Eastport. Miss., and at Chickasaw, further up Legislature will acquiesce in the recommenda
gard to military operations not expressly au compelled to retire.
near the State line, seized two steamers, the tion of Gov. Harris, because they are fearful
The Abolition papers continue their vindic thorized by the War Department, the General
Since the commencement of 1862, we
tive assaults upon Gen. McClellan. Notwith commanding, or the Generals commanding have captured fully 20,000 rebel prisoners.— Sallie Wool and Muscle—the former laid up of the rising Union sentiment. When,he left
and the latter freighted with iron, destined for Columbus, thvre were thirty thousand Confed
in the field, in the several departments,
standing the recent grand military achieve armies
are absolutely forbidden.
The rebels have only taken about 200—those Richmond and for rebel use. We then pro erate troops tliere.
ments in the South, (which were carried out
ceeded on up the river, entering the State of
3d. All newspapers publishing news, how carried to Nashville from Fort Donelson.
Another gentleman who arrived from Nash
Alabama, and ascending to Florence at. the ville last night, reports that the Confederates
so successfully and gloriously,) were planned ever obtained, and not authorized by official
Yancty
sailed
from
England
as
a
pass-;
by Gen. McClellan, the Abolitionists assert authority, will be excluded thereafter from enger in the West India Alail steamer Seine, foot of the Aluscle Shoals. On coming in will make another stand at Alurphrysboro.—of the town three steamers were discovered, All the rebel troops had left Nashville except
information by telegraph, or from
that none of the credit belongs to the Comman. receiving
transmitting their paper bv railroad.
which left Southampton on the 3d, for St. which were immediately set on fire by the reb a police force. When Gov. Harris fled with
der-in-Chief, and that unless he fights a battle
els. Some shots were fired from the opposite the Legislature to Memphis, he burnt the State
4th. E. (S. Sanford is made military super Thomas.
side of the river below. A force was landed, Library and distributed a large amount ofcornbefore Washington, and wins a great victory, visor of military messages throughout the
It is stated that Secretary Stanton has
his glory is all gone ! The Abolitionists art- United States, and Anson Stager military su granted a furlough of thirty days to the re and considerable quantities of supplies, mark missary stores and provisions among the citi
ed “Fort Henry,” were secured from the burn zens.
perintendent
of
all
telegraphic
lines
and
offi

doing every thing in their power to cripple the ces in the United States.
turned prisoners from Richmond, that they ing wrecks. Some bed been landed and stor Stores are closed and business entirely sus
Government, and lend aid and comfort to the
ed. These I seized, putting such as we could pended. Secessionists are leaving with their
5th. This is not intended to interfere in any may visit their families and friends.
bring away on our vessels, and destroying the
enemy, by their malicious attacks upon Gen. way with the ordinary business of companies
The 9th Ohio and 2d Minnesota, re remainder. No flats or other crafts could be stock, and the negroes are following the Con
federate army.
McClellan. All this arises from the fact that or private business.
ceived two splendid flags from the loyal ladies found. I found, also, more of the iron and
By order of the President.
he refuses to take these enemies of the country
plating
intended
for
the
Eastport.
of Louisville, in commemoration of their vic
"(Signed)
E. M. Stanton,
General IleOlellan.
into his confidence. He treats them with as
A deputation of citizens of Florence waited
Secretary of War.
tory at Alill Spring, Jan. 19th. Considerable
In
review
of last week's victories, says the
upon
me,
first
desiring
that
they
might
be
1
much contempt as he does their brother rebels
enthusiasm attended the presentation.
made able to quiet the fears of their wives and New York Journal of Commerce, the mind nat
Commodore Porter’s Mortar Fleet.
and traitors in the South. We imagine that
Official returns show three hundred daughters, with assurances from me that they urally reverts to the Commander in-Chief, and
Twenty-one of the twenty-three vessels com
Gen. McClellan and Secretary Stanton will
and
twenty
one killed, ten hundred and fifty- would not be molested: and secondly, praying the debt of gratitude which the nation owes to
carry out their own plans, and keep their own prising CommodorePorter’s Alortar Fleet, have
I would not destroy their railroad bridge. him for all this success. His coolness, his
four wounded, and one hundred and fifty miss that
As for the first. I told them we were neither calm deliberation, patient waiting, working
counsels, without reference to the snarling already sailed South, and the other two will
ing, iri AIcClernand’s division at Fort Donel ruffians nor savages, and that we were there to and planning steadfastly resisting all sneers,
abuse and captious fault-finding of the traitor leave immediately. The rebels appear to be
son.
protect from violence and to enforce the laws; and. abuse, ridicule, and bis far seeing judgment
terror-stricken
as
to
the
destination
and
the
re

ous Abolitionists. After the rebels of the
with reference to the second, that if the bridge are the original means to which, under Cod’,
Specials
to
the
Cincinnati
papers
say
South are forever silenced, we are in favor of sults to be attained by thisflotilla of deathwere away, we could ascend no higher, and the nation owes the brilliant successes of the
the
project
of
a
Alexican
treaty,
sent
to
the
that it could possess no military importance, present time. He has made an army in lour
putting the Abolitionists through in the most dealing gun-boats. They seem to think that
Senate
with
the
nomination
of
Gen.
Scott
as
so far as I saw, as it simply connected Flor months, and now he is using the army as it
summiary manner that will stop their treasons* New Orleans or Norfolk may hook out for
a Alinister Extraordinary, has been defeated ence itself with the railroad on the south bank ought to be used, for the salvation of the
this
destructive
fleet;
but
there
are
many
ble practice.
Union. Where is the member of Congress
of the river.
other points on the Southern coast that are by a vote of 8 to 28, and that that defeat car
--------------———----------- -We had seized three cf their steamers, one that talked last week about “an obstacle for
ries
with
it
Gen.
Scott
’
s
nomination.
just as likely to be visited by it. AYe shall
A DEMAGOGUE USED UP.
the half-finished gunboat, and had forced the four months ?” The obstacle has proved him
The Toronto header states that there rebels to burn six others loaded with supplies, self a wise General, able commander, and
have exciting news by-and-by. Watch and
A politician of easy political virtue, named pray!
will be an emigration from that place, in the and their loss, with that of the freight, is a above all, cool and calm in the presence of en
heavy blow to the enemy. Two boats are still emies at home as well as the enemies of the
Hickman, who misrepresents the Chester dis
spring, to British Columbia.
country. The nation trusts McClellan now
It is said that some of Zoll’coffer’sreb known to be on the Tennessee, and are doubt with a whole he; r aad slanderers are silent,
trict in Pennsylvania, made an effort the oth Rumored Evacuation of Columbus Ky. less bidden in some of the creeks, where we
For
several
days
past
the
telegraph
has
els ran seventy-five miles from the battle of shall be able to find them when there is time or lament the victories of the Union.
er day in Congress to raise a committee to
“ send for persons and papers,” for the purposes brought us rumors of the evacuation of Co Somerset without stopping. They must have for the search. We returned on the night of
(he 8th to where the Eastport bey. The crew
The grand news from Fort Donelson and the
of inquiring into the “loyalty” of Hon. C. L. lumbus Kv., by the rebels was going on.— been sacred some.
of the Taylor had already gotten on board of West has been received in Washingion with
There
appears
to
be
nothing
certain
about
it,
The
Philadelphia
city
Republican
con

Vallandigham of this State. This silly action
the prize an immense amount of lumber, &c. tumultuous demonstrations of joy. General
of Hickman was predicated on some idle rumor however. In a few days we shall be in posses vention, which met on Thursday, adopted res The crews ot the three boats set to work to AIcCiellan, the President, Secretaries Stanton
facts.
olutions approving the action of the Adminis finish the undertaking, and we have brought arid Welles, met and mingled congratulations.
which appeared in the local column of a Re sion of all the
----------- <^53^———- ------ away probably 250,000 feet of the best quality Among the people, writes the correspondent of
publican paper in Baltimore: but it afforded
It is a fact worthy of notice that every tration in the conduct of the war, but rejected of ship and building lumber, all the iron, ma the New York Times, the pride of nationality
the dishonest renegade an opportunity to grat Republican Abolition paper in the country a resolution against slavery.
chinery, spikes, plating, nails, &c., belonging is fully aroused. The popular cry is for the
ify his ill-feelings towards Democrats in gener- that finds fault with AIcClellan. Ilalleck, and
A valuable acquisition to the ranks of to the "rebel gunboats, and I caused the mill to old Union—no confiscation—no vengeance—
banishment of rebel-leaders, and gen
eral, and Air. Vallandigham in particular.
other Democratic Generals, because they will the conservative men in the national councils oe destroyed, where the lumber had been saw but the
amnesty to all others who will return to
But Air. V. took occasion not only to set him not convert the present war into an abolition is announced by the Lancaster (Pa.) Intelli ed.Lieutenant-Commanding Gwin had in our eral
allegiance and henceforth sustain the old flag.
self right before the House of’ Representatives crusade against Slavery, and emancipate and gencer, which learns that Senator Cowan, of absence enlisted some twenty-five Tennesseans, To Europe we must present not a weakened,
and the country, but lie at the same time held arm the negroes, are filled with puffs ot that that State, has expressed his intention to act who gave information of the encampment ot but an aggrandized Republic—not thirty-four
Colonel Drew's rebel regiment at Savannah, States only, btrt-as many more as we can con
up to public scorn the black record of Hick great rascal Jim Lane of Kansas, who recent with the conservative party in Congress.
Tennessee. A portion of the six or seven hun veniently add. Let the North and South be
man, and made the fellow appear so odious ly endeavored to organize a grand thieving ex
DiF" This Republican Congress pretended dred men were known to be “pressed men, friends again—let the prosperous trade with
that he was glad to withdraw his foolish reso pedition into the South.
to retrench by abolishing the franking privi and all were badly armed. After consultation each other be restored—and with a million of
lution, and slink away like a whipped cur.
lege. No sooner had they done this, however, with Lieutenant-Commanding Gwin and Shirk, men inured to arms, with cotton and cold steel
The Abolition leaders in Congress are
J determined to make a land attack upon the
than they appropriated $20,000 to pay their encampment. Lieutenant-Commanding Shirk ihev will rule the world.
jgsgy*' That traitorous sheet, the New York bent upon the destruction of the Union. They postage!
with thirty riflemen, came on board the EastAnother Sensible Proclamation.
Tribune, assails Gen. AIcClellan and bedaubs propose to declare by law that all the seceded
The New York Tribune says that Air. port, and, accompanied by the Taylor, we pro
States
have
returned
to
the
condition
of
Terri

Secretary Stanton with its hypocritical praise.
ceeded
up
to
that
place
prepared
to
land
one
A
Proclamation dated the I8th inst., and
Seward sent an autograph letter of thanks to
GreeleyT object in all this is, if possible, to tories, and they will only be admitted back in Air. Cox, of Ohio, for his able and convincing hundred and thirty riflemen and a 12-pound- signed jointly by Com. Goldsboro and Gen.
create a bad state of feeling between AIcGlel- to the Union? by liberating their Slaves ! That speech in defense of AlcC'lellan against the as er rilled howitzer. Lieutenant-Commanding Burnside, to the people of North Carolina,
Gwin took command of this force when land says : The mission of the Joint Expedition is
i- to be the new programme of the radicals !
lan and Stanton; but it will be of no avail.
ed, but had the mortification to find tne camp not to invade any rights, but to assert the au
saults of the “ malignants.”
These
are
the
reb-Is
that
the
Union
men
of
Those gentlemen are intimate and confidential
thority of the United States, and to close with
Within two weeks Secretary Stanton deserted.
The rebels had fled at 1 o’clock in the night, them "the desolating war brought upon the
friends, arnd are working harmoniously and the country, North and South, will have to has three times spent the whole night in his
successfully together, without the aid or ad whip, after they get through with Jeff'. Davis office. In conversation recently, with three leaving considerable quantities of arms, cloth States by comparatively a few men in their
ing, shoes, camp utensils, provisions, imple midst.
vice of Greeley and his Abolition crew. About & Co.
The Proclamation concludes as follows ; We
Brigadier-Generals, he publicly said : “ A ou ments, &c., all of which were secured or des
the time this war is over Greeley may find it
Baltimore and Ohio Railroad.
must fight. If we are defeated, it cannot be troyed, and their winter quarters of log huts invite you in the name of the Constitution and
in that of virtuous loyalty and civilization, to
convenient to “ leave his country for his coun
The Baltimore and Ohio Railroad Company helped. If victorious, so much the better.— were burned. I seized also a large mail bag, separate
yourselves at once from their malign
and send you the letters giving military infor
try’s good.” Loyal Americans will not en have received orders from the War Department But you must fight.”
mation. The gunboats were then dropped influence, to return to your allegiance and not
to
put
their
road
into
working
order
at
the
ex

dure his treason much longer.
Alany of our officers have discovered down to a point where arms, gathered under compel us to resort further to the force under
pense of the company, under the condition
control. The Government asks only that
that
the
Government
protect
the
operations.
—
in
the
secession
captives at Fort Donelson, old the rebel "press-law” had been stored, and an our
The recent Federa. ric.ories clearly es
irs authority may be recognized and we repeal
armed
party
under
Second
Master
Goudy,
o
The
work
will
be
vigorously
pushed,
and
it
is
friends and school companions, in years gone the Tavlor succeeded in seizing about seven y that in no manner or way does it desire to in
tablish the fact that (the white men of thip thought it can be completed in thirty days.
by. A Federal Lieutenant has found his rifles and fowling pieces. Returning to Cerro terfere with your laws, constitutionally esta^
country are able and willing to fight lor and
Our thanks are tendered to Alessrs. Nu- brother is the captain of a Tennessee ccflhpa- Gordo we took the Eastport, teallie M ood and ! lished, your institutions of any kind whatevA
defend the Union and the Constitution, with
Aluscle in tow, and came down the nver to the 1 your property of any sort or vour usage#’0
out the aid of either the negroes or the aboli gen, Cox, Vallandigham, and others, forJCon- ny, who has resided in Nashville for many railroad crossing. The Muscle sprang a leak,
years, and married a Alississippi widow.
tionists.
gressional favors.

THE BANNER.

The Most Startling1 Proposition of The Mr. Stanton’s Letter to the New York
War.
Tribune.

The Boston Post says Charles Sumner is doMOUNT VERNON........................... MARCH 4,1862.
ing the great works of disintegration faster '
than our armies undo it and cement the Union.
lie proposes to disfranchise the people, take
<r
away the municipal rights of many of the re
KKOX COCSTY COMMON PGEAS. bel States, to reduce them back to a territory,
and bring them under the legislation of Con
IION. WM. SAMPLE, PRESIDING.
gress. Thia is the most startling proposition,
This Court adjourned sine die on Saturday of the war. If it is done, the hopes of the
last. The following cases have been disposed I Union are over. The Unionists of the South
are forever alienated and there will be no pow
of since our last issue :—er of arms to reclaim them. Macaulay said
Job, Evans’ Ex’r vs. Crouse and others.-Tf- that he ‘‘had been convinced that institutions
al by Jury. Verdict for Deft. Dunbar for , purely democratic must, sooner or later, de
stroy liberty or civilization, or both.” If this
Plff; R. C. Hurd & Son for Deft.
he good philosophy, who comes the nearest to
A. D. Lavcridge vs. Sandusky, Mansfield & J being the direct agent tor the destruction of
Newark P. P.—Trial by Jury. Verdict for liberty in the United States—the secessionist
Deft. Dunbar for Plff; R. C. Hurd & Son or the disintegrationist ? The man-who would
simply divide the Union, or the man who
for Deft.
would" go to the foundations and destroy them?
J. IP. Armstrong vs. Berj. Debolt.—Trial This demagogue of a Senator canting about
by Jury. Verdict for Plff. Israel & Devin the tyranny and the barbarism of the South,
at a "time like this, when all there is loyal in
for Plff; Sapp and Smith for Deft.
Lyman Hendricks vs. Wm. C. Johnson.— the South is dearer than ever .before to the
North, is but adding fuel to the flame—>is but
For Slander. Trial by Jury. Verdict for adding more lives to the holy cause—is length
Deft. R. C. Hurd & Son for riff; Vance & ening this terrible struggle.
'Cooper for Deft.

&)omc Affair?.
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Heed of Help.

Terrihle Conflict on Gunboats.

While our gunboats were removing the obThe new Secretary of War (says the Crisis,} etructiona placed by the enemy in Po whatan
is winning golden opinions from all quarters. ; Sound, near Fort Barton, to interfere with the
His bold, manly course—his towering intellect passage of the fleet towards Roanoke Island,
—his correct views of public affairs, and his a portion of the boats attacked Commodore
unbending integrity—his unambitious labors, ! Lynch’s musquito fleet The result was a
all tend to place him in noble contrast with ' scattering and demolition of the Confederate
many others who have found themselves pla gunboats. An immense shell from the Union
gun-boat Southfield, discharged by a gun aim
ced in high public stations.
He has startled and scattered the thieving ed bv Lieutenant Tillitson, the Union post-gun,
contractors as with a ‘‘Jackson Hickory struck the flag-ship of the mosquito squadron,
Broom”—he has opened the prison doors and ' passing through her engine room, and magaset the political and State prisoners free (see zine, penetrating also through the bottom of
the vessel and exploded underneath in the wat
letter in the inside form of this paper)—he has er.
A moment after and scarcely a vestige of
cleared the newspaper spies from the public of the ship could be seen. She was literally
fices—he is placing the war on its proper ba shivered to atoms, and it was supposed that
sis, and has offered amnesty to such as are all on board bad perished. Fragments of the
vessel lav piecemeal all round, and many bodwilling to accept of the proffered boon—he is ies
floated upon the water, whilst others seem
for saving the Union, and not destroying it— ed to be swimming towards shore. Hie .Fed
be marks a distinction between opimoas and eral gunboat Tempest now steamed up to the
acts—he brings back the Government to its Confederate gunboat Ellis, striking her with
normal condition as our fathers made it: and, her boom a port quarter, doing great injury to
...
i the latter. Being thus almost transfixed, the
unlike some others, be neither desires to
1 soldiers and others on board the Union gunvide the contracts nor take from the soldier i bout rushed on the handspikes, short swords,
what is the soldier’s due, to transfer it to him- and other weapons, under command ot their
self. All these mark the truly great man— ' officers. Here a desperate conflict ensued,
,
. • .
,
,• . ,
. ,
it
which
It is
which ended
enuea in
in victory
victory to
io the Federals.
the sound patriot, and the disinterested public descr;bed as a terrible scene. Men were knockservant, ami cast a new light upon the politic- ej down on the Confederate vessel. Many
al and moral firmament, which will be reflect-Humped overboard and were drowned, whilst a
few are supposed to have swam ashore. 4 he
ed back with a nation’s gratitude.
boat was finally captured, with what Confed
The nation has confidence in Gen McClel erates left alive. A Federal gunboat gave
lan as well as in Secretary Stanton, and the chase to the Fanny, a Confederate gunboat,
vile effort on the part of the abolitionists to formerly captured from the United States.—
create an ill-feeling between them is happi Finding herself too hotly pursued, the posses
sors set her on fire and jumped overboard to
ly rebuked in the following letter:
make shore, which, it is thought, some suc
ceeded in doing, whilst others were drowned.

Special Witts.
PAD

Mercurial Diseases or the pernicious erfects of Calomel can be permanently cured by “ Dr.
Leland’s Rheumatic Band.” See advertisement of
“ Great Cure,” in another column.

Save Your Morses.
“We take great pleasure in recommending the
Mexican Mustang Liniment as a valuable and indis
pensable article for Sprains, Soros, Scratches or Galls
on Horses. Our men have used it for several Burns,
Bruises, Sores, Stiff Joints and Rheumatic Pains, and
all say it acts like magic. Wo U3e no other Lini
ment.”
J. W. HEWITT, Foreman
for American, Wells, Fargo’s and Harden’s Express.
Gentlemen :—“ I had a negro worth $1,200 who
took cold from a bad hurt, and was useless for over a
year; I had used every thing I could hear of without
benefit, until I tried the Mustang Liniment. It has
perfectly cured him, and I can now take the above
for him.”
Yours Ac.,
JAMES DORANCE.
Every Planter, Teamster aud Family should have
this invaluable article. Each wrapper will hereafter
bear the signature of D. S. Barnes, Proprietor, G. W.
Westbrook, Chemist, with the words ‘-Trade” ‘-Mark,”
in two Medallions of the Federal Currency. Beware
of counterfeits. It is sold by respectable dealers ev
erywhere. Buy of none other.
Feb 11
D. S. BARNES Proprietor, N. Y.

l>r. Hoback’* Bcmedies.
We publish in another column of to-day's papor, an
article copied from the Cincinnati Times. descriptive
of Dr. Roback’s Extensive medical Establishment in
that city. By the way, Dr. Roback’s Remedies have
obtained a great and deserved popularity with all
classes. It has been but a short time since the Rem
edies were introduced into our section of country ;yct
Dr. Brennan, Dr. Roback’s agent in this place, in
forms us that his sales of the Blood Pills and B1000
Purifier now far exceed those of all other medicines
for which he is agent combined. The reason ior this,
is, that they have stood the test of practical experi
ence. We know this not only from the_ mouths of
others, but we havo usel them in our family with the
very best results. For all diseases of the blood, gen
eral debility, whether proceeding from sickness or
from natural weakness, indigestion, and all kindred
ailments, we recommen I the Scandinavian Remedies
as the very best medicines extant. They are destined
to achieve not an empheral success, but a permanent
and deserved reputation, which will render them a
necessity in every family.—Acrpcdeoa, O., North llttf,
March 2.
See advertisement.

DEMOCRATIC BANNER

v.

OS.D established hospital,
Oh tke French System.

DR. Teller, the old mac «
friend, and young man's com
panion, continues to be con
sulted on all forms of Private
Diseases, at his old quarters.
No. 5 Beaver street, Albany,
N. Y. By aid of his match
'W'ood.wa.rd Block, Mount Yemen, Ohio.
less remedies, he cures hun
dreds weekly; no mercury used, and cures warranted.—
.£a3'* Recent cases cured in 8
Having ju3t received large additions to our former
days. Letters by mail reeeiextensive supply of
_ ved, and packages by Express
sent to all parts of the world.
V54&- Young men, who by indulging in Secret Hab
its, have contracted that soul-subduing, mind-prostra
From the well-known Foundery of L. Johnson A Co., ting, body-destroying vice, one which fills our Luna
tic Asylums, and crowds to repleton the wards of our
Philadelphia, embracing some of the newest ami most Hospitals, should apply to Dr. Teller without delay.
beautiful styles, the undersigned is better prepared
than ever to execute
Dr.
Great Worlt.
A Private Medical Treatise, and Domestic Midwifery,
The only work on the subject ever published in any
BOOK AND PAMPHLET W0EE,
country or in any language, for 25 cents. Illustrated
AND IN FACT ErERT DESCRIPTION OF
with magnificent engravings, shov. ing both sexes, in a
state of nature, pregnancy, and delivery of the Fortus
—27th edition, over 209 pages, so nt under seal, post
paid, to any part of the world, on the rece.pt ol 2o cU,
or 5 copies for SI. Specie or bank biffs perfectly saf»
in a well sealed letter. It tells how to distinguish
Pregnancy and how to avoid it. How to distinguish
secret habits in young men and how to cure lnem.
It contains the author's views on Matrimony, and how
to choose a partner. It tells how to cure (xonorrhw.
HKsAjMLLS 2
How to cure spine diseases. Nervous Irritation, Des
For Lawyers, Justices, Banks, Railroads, and Busi pondency, Loss of Memory, Aversion to faocioiy, and
ness men, kept on hand, or printed to order, on the Love of Solitude. It contains Fatherly Advice to
Young Ladies, young men, and all contemplating ma
shortest notice.
trimony. It teaches the young mother or those ex
pecting to become mothers, how to rear their ofispring.
We solicit the patronage of our friends in this How to remove pimples from the lace. It- tells now
department of our business, assuring them that all to cure Leucorrhcea or Whites, Failing of the Womb.
work executed at this office, will give entire satisfac Inflama'ion of the Bladder, and ail diseafes ol the gen
ital organs. Married persons and others who desire
tion as to style and prices.
to escape the perils of disease, should enclose the
G. HARPER.
price of the work, and nceive a copy by return mail.
This book has received more than 5,000 recommen
dations from the public press, and physicians are
recommending persons in their vicinity to send for it,
N. B. Ladies in want of a pleasant aud safe rem
IN XOUNT VERNON.
edy for irregularities, obstructions, Ae., can obtain
Dr. Nichol’s Female Monthly Pills at the Doctor’s
Office, No. 5 Beever street.
CAUTION.—Married ladies in certain situations,
WILLS! ill B E A ill,
should not use them—for reasons, see directions with
each
box. Tripe $1. Scut by mails to all parts of
Of the late firm of BEAM A MEAD, having located
the world.
himself on the
Jgg 1000 boxes sent this month—all have arrived

|looh anti gab

Book, Job and Card Type,

b anb Jftuun £arb printing,

Edward L. Pierce, the government agent
The State of Ohio vs. Sherman White.—As
sault and Battery. Plea of guilty. Fine $5 charged with the care of the contrabands at
and costs. Cooper, Pros. Atty, for state , Vin Port Royal, writes as follows :—
‘‘According to the best estimates within our
cent, for Deft.
The State of Ohio vs. Jacob Hildebrand.—As reach, there are some eight thousand negroes on
the territory of South Carolina now occupied
sault and Battery. Plea of guilty; Fine $5 by the forces of the United States. There are
and costs. Cooper for State; Irvine & Wat some six hundred at this camp, some five hun
dred at the camp at Beaufort, and others in
son for Deft.
The State of Ohio vs. Joseph Scarborough.— greater or less numbers at other camps, with
the larger part of the eight thousand Secretary Stanton on “Organising Vic
Keeping Tavern without license. Plea of guil- perhaps
still on the plantations, living in their cabins,
tory!”—He Slightly Kebukoth the Tri Jgg^“The following from the Cincinnati Com
ty; Fine $5 and costs. Cooper for State; H-i picking cotton for our agents, or doing the
bune’s Flattery.
mercial conveys a rebuke which some of its
vine & Watson for Dft.
J best they can to obtain a support. Of the six To the Editor of the New-York Tribune :
readers in this region, would do well to profit
The State of Ohio vs. Newell Douds.—Keeping : hundred in the camp at Port Roval two liunSir : I cannot suffer undue merit to be as’
r guilty;
-n tFine
?- i dred arei women
and
children.
Ot the eight, cribed
by:
lavern without license. -oi
Plea
of
z
r
/
to
ray
official
action.
The
glory
of
our
aasu. ■uwegK.L-ja.’trVj.AEg'
,
" 7
t thousand, as far as l can learn, there are veryJew
East Side of Main Street, one door safe.
recent
victories
belongs
to
our
gallant
officers
How
to Crush Out the Union Sentiment
N. Iff Persons at a distance can be cured at home
and costs. Cooper for State.
; who do not need clothing, and many are in great desSoatSi of Eippitt’s Drag Store,
BARGAINS'
BARGAINS'
and
soldiers
that
fought
the
battles.
No
by addressing a letter to Dr. J. Teller, enclosing a
in the South.
The State of Ohio vs. John Colopy.—Keeping ; titution.”
share
of
it
belongs
to
me.
remittance.
Medicines securely packed from obser
and nearly opposite the KENYON HOUSE, trusts
The slave arrnists should be sent down there
The Memphis Avalanche, perhaps the most
Tavern without license. Plea of guilty; Fine
Much lias recently been said of military
his friends and the public generally, will not fail to vation, sent to any part of the world. All eases war
at
once,
and
ordered
to
proceed
with
their
fa

vehement
of
the
secession
sheets,
a
few
weeks
ranted. No charge for advice.' N. B.—No studerta
£5 and costs.
combinations and organizing victory. 1 hear
find him in his new location, with a good stock ol
or boys employed. Notice this, addre.-s all letters to
The State of Ohio vs. P. B. Wright.—Keeping vorite work ; while those who have faith in such phrases with apprehension. They com ago, in a furious article against the Union men
J. TELLER, M. Iff,
NEW GOODS
Tavern without license. Plea of guilty; Fine the ability and patriotism of white men, should menced in infidel France with the Italian cam in East Tennessee, said:
Jan. 21 : ly.
No. 5 Beever Street. Albany N. Y<paign,
and
resulted
in
Waterloo.
Who
can
bend every effort to furnish the noble Union
“There is but. one mode of effectually crush
$5 costs.
organize victory ? Who can combine the ele
SIGN OF'THE BIG BOOK,
AT CASH PRICES.
The State of Ohio vs. George Mantle.—Selling men of Tennessee and Alabama, with the means ments of success in the battle-field ? We owe ing the spirit of rebellion in Erst Tennessee.
Let it be plainly announced that abolitionism
THAT HAS
In Goods, Prices and Attention, he shall aim to please
OFFERS AT 25
liquor. Plea of guilty; Fine$20 and costs.— of celf defence. Each class then would be em our recent victories to the spirit of the Lord, has supreme rule in Washington ; that the
STOOD TEE TEST OF YEAES,
and merit a share of the public patronage.
that
moved
our
soldiers
to
rush
into
battle,
ployed
in
work
to
suit
their
respective
tastes.
Cooper Pros. Atty, for state : Dunbar for Dft.
Anal Grows more anal more Popular
Federal Congress has declared all negroes ab
S3 per cent discount from usuApril 28,1861.
--------- :-- 4KSWM.-----------and filled the hearts of our enemies with ter solutely
every clay I
free: that Africans, armed with the al pricos, a very dcsirablo stock of Miscellaneous
The State of Ohio vs. George Mantle. Selling
ror
and
dismay,
The
inspiration
that
con

Dissolution ot" Partnership.
A ND testimonials, now, and almost without nuiuThe Kentucky Grand Army.
liquor. Plea of guilty ; Fine $20 and costs.
quered in battle was in the hearts of the sol torch of incendiarism and the assassin’s knife, Books.
rpiHE partnership heretofore existing between the f\ her, might be given from ladies and gentlemen
There are about 115,000 troops in Gen. Bu diers, and from on high ; and wherever there is ; are to become part and parcel of the North
__ undersigned by the name of McFarland A V ells, in all grades of society, whose united testimony none
Cooper for State ; Dunbar for Dft.
is this day dissolved bv mutual consent. All busi could desist, that Prof. Wood's Hair Restorative will
ell’s department, divided into brigades of from the same inspiration there will be the same re ern armies , and soon we may look for a de HISTORY,
The State of Ohio vs. George Mantle.—Selling
of unanimity of secessionism throughout
ness of said firm will be"settled by J. II. McFarland, restore the bald and gray, and preserved the hair of
BIOGRAPHY,
3,00 to 5,000 each, and four grand divisions of sults. Patriotic spirit, with resolute courage gree
who will continue to carry on the business in all its the youth to old age. in all it? youthful beauty.
Western Virginia and East Tennessee hitherto
liquor Plea of guilty; Fine $10 and costs.—
from
20,000 to 30,000 each. The division in officers and men, is a military combination unknown.”
branches at the old stand.
J- II. MchARLAND.
Battle Creek, Mich., Dec. 21, 1858.
THEOLOGY,
Cooper for State; Dunbar for Dft.
that never failed.
Dec. 31, 1861.
WM. WELLS.
Prof. Wood : Thee wilt please accept a line to in
commanders are:
And
there
are
gentlemen
in
the
loyal
States
We may well rejoice at the reeent victories,
form thee the hair on my head all fell oil' over twen
AGRICULTURE,
THc Atlantic Monthly.
1. General Alexander McDowell McCook. for they teach us that battles are to be won who would second the motion of the Aval
ara’AM.Am
ty years ago, caused by a complica ed chronic dis
anche,
and
who,
at
the
same
time,
assume
to
2.
General
George
II.
Thomas.
The Atlantic Monthly for March has been
ease, attended with an eruption on the head. A con
now and by us in the same and only manner
ARTS AND SCIENCE,
^Successor to McParland & 14'ells,} has Just Ojreued tinual course of suffering through life having reduced
3. General Ormsby M. Mitchell.
that they were ever won by any people, or in be zealous for the success of the Government.
received from the publishers. The table of
—
Cincinnati
Commercial.
'N3
N
EW
Q
4. General Thomas L. Crittenden.
me to a state cf dependence, I have not been able to
POETRY,
any age since the days of Joshua, by boldly
contents for the present number is unusually
obtain stuff for caps, neither have I been able to do
General Thomas has left of the line, at Som pursuing and striking the foe. What, under
them up, in consequence of which my head has suffer
good. Mr. Lowell continues his new ‘’Bige erset and London, on the road to East Tennes the blessings of Providence, I conceive to be
Is tksrs a Constitution?
DRAMA,
Street, over Hank’s Saddle and Harnes ed extremely from cold. This induced me to pay
The Journal of Commerce rejoins to the
low Papers;” Professor Agassiz’s “Methods see. Gen. Mitchell has the center, and is now the organization of victory and military com
Biggs A Hudges almost the last cent. I had on earth
Shop, Second Floor, Oppoisite Bussell,
FICTION,
for a two dollar bottle of thy Hair Restorative about
of Study in Natural History” will appear in at Bowling Green. Gen Crittenden has the bination to end this war, was declared in a New York Tribune’s attacks upon the Consti
Sturges
Co.’s Bank,
right of the line, and with a portion at least few words by Gen. Grant’s message to Gen.
IIER.E may be found a good assortment of the first of August last. I have laithfuily followed
GIFT BOOKS,
tution, by putting the editors the following
each number for the year ; “A Story of To- of his command, has co-operated with Gen.
Chairs, Bedsteads, and Cabinet-ware, of their the directions and the bald spot is now covered with
Buckner—“Ipropose to move immediately on your question :
Day” is completed in the present number, Grant at Fort Donelson. The division of'Gen. works
own manufacture, at prices to suit the times. hair
All thick and black, though short, it is also coming
JUVENILES,
!”
work
warranted.
All kinds of Wood Turning done in all over my head. Feeling coufidi nt that another
“But why not drop the practice of calling
while a new one, entitled “John Lamar,” by McCook is the “reserve,” and is in the rear of
Yours truly,
Ac., Ac., Ac.
on short notice and in good style. Country Cabinet large bottle vvould restore it entirely aud permanent
the Southerners rebels and traitors, or why
EDWIN M.'STANTON.
the same, is promised in the April number.— Bowling Green.
Makers will do well to give us a call. Wagon Hubs, ly, I feel anxious to persevere in its use, and being
Including
This army has some of best military talent
not
adopt
the
name
fr
themselves.
Reb

Everett, Mrs. Prescott, Rev. R. T. S. Lowell in the country among it let hng officers, as it
Stair Banisters, Nuel Posts, Drops, and, in short, any destitute of means to pucliase any more, I would ask
els against what ? If there is no Constitution, Prescott’s Works, in half-calf, anti Library Binding. thing
thee if thee wouldst not be willing to send me an or
in wood, can he turned at our shop.
and Whittier, are also contributors to the pre has, also, some of the best troops.
The Richmond Dispatch on Fort Donsl- what do they rebel against, or to what are they
N. B. Lumber, Country Produce and Cash, taken der on thine agents for a hottie, and receive to thy
con.
sent number.
traitors? If the radical abolitionists agree
Byron, Milton, Burns. Scott, Homans, Moore, Shel in exchange for our work. All orders promptly at self the scripture declaration—“tlie reward is to these
that are kind to the widow and the fatherless.’’
The Richmond Dispatch of the 19th, con- with them in considering the Constitution a ley, Montgomery, Landon, Goldsmith. Ben Johnson, tended to. A share of public patronage solicited.
The Hero of Fort Donelscn.
Terms $3 per annum; two copies for $5;
Thy friend,
Dee 31
J. II. McFARLAND.
Genera! Ulysses £. Grant chief in command tains tlie following editorial comments respect thing of a year, a paper to be changed, or dis Pope, Shakespeare, and other British Poets, in AnSUSA WATT KTRAP.
five copies far M0. Address Ticknor & Fields,
tique-mor and Library binding.
regarded
at
will,
we
do
not
see
why
they
are
ffJDW
IRD
.tSKISCI
Ligonier, Noble Co., Ind., Feb. 5, 1859.
of the victorious army to which Fort Donel ing the fall of Foi l Donelson :—
Scott'« Bulwov’c -fai p.„.po,-'c xnvEi,e.
135 Washington St., Boston.
PHILADELPHIA.
not precisely the same
o’ i-o'iols that se A.
Prof.
0.
J.
Wood
:
Dear
Sir
:—In the latter part of
good assortment of GIFT BOOKS. JUVE
son with its three Generals and 15,COG troops
If these bloody barbarians, whose hands are cessionists are.”
.4 Benevolent Institution, established by special Endow tlid year 1852, while attending the State and Nation
NILES. and ALBUMS.
Dee 31
Loadjii Quarterly Review.
now
soaked
to
the
elbows
in
the
life
blood
of
ment
for
the
Belief
of
the
Sick
and
Distressed,
afflic

surrendered, is a native of Ohio. lie was ap
al Law School of the State of New York, my hair,
ted with Virulent and Epidemic Diseases, and espe from a cause unknowm to me, commenced falling off
apers.
The January number of this able Quarterly j ointed a cadet at West Point in 1.-39, gradu men defending their own homes and firesides,
Conimtnul iktorb.
A fall assortment,
cially for the Cure of Diseases of the Sexual Organsj j very rapidly, so that in the short space of six months,
dream
that
they
are
now
one
inch
nearer
the
has come to hand. Its contents are as fol ated in 1843, and entered the service as Brevet
EDICAL ADA ICE given gratis, by the Acting ' the whole upper part of U!V s ealp was almost entirely
Extra Quality,
subjugation of the South than when they star
Surgeon, to all who apply by letter, with a de- bereft of its covering, and 1much of the remaining
Writing Papers.
lows : Railway Control ; Autobiography of Second Lieutenant in the Fourth Infantry — ted on their infernal mission, they prove them-;
Roots siad Slioes.
scription of their condition, (age. occupation, habits of j port
;on upon
At WHITE'S
portion
upon the
the 8ide
side aud
and ba<
back part of mv head short
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Two now command Brigades in Kentudky.— j any of these plagues.
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months ; I have felt nothing of it since.”
hundred are Captains and Lieutenants. Of' The London Times of the 6th, received by Mountains. Our troops took possession of give a statement of the sales, and offerings at both
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Otis Studley, Esq., 128 East 28th Street, N. Y., fastened when it leaves the machine. I shall not hes
one of the regiments every field officer, and
Fayetteville at 11 A. M., yesterday. The ru yards.
writes: “August 13, 1860.—I had a difficulty with itate to warrant every Machine sold. A word to the hem while the operator is sewing.
BEEVES—There were 1223 head offered, and 875 Kidney Complaint three years, with constant pain in wise is sufficient. Call and get circular an examine
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yourselxes.
Remarkably Simple and Novel Invention.
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Baker.— Ohio Farmer.
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ditions to his already large stock of

The Rebellion Completely Squelched!
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to please the public.
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PBEMIOS AND REDUCTIONS.
JL to the citizens of Mt. Vernon and
Attorney and Counsellor at Tow,
John Cochran «& Brother
J of the Union cause, and every day brings fresh cannot do so we want to grind it for you and let you
have been proved by analysis to
vicinity, that having been in the bus
MOUNT VERNON, OHIO.
have the profits on it. You can sell all your Hour
manufacturers of
arrivals of GROCERIES. Contain no Mineral,
iness for 39 years, in this place, he
JST” OFFICE—Rooms formerly occupied by Itosis made at the Eagle Mill in the City of Mount
LEONARD S€©3?2? & CO.,
That they cure the almost universal complaint,
Iron Railing, Iron Vaults, Vault Doors, We are not only selling Sugars*extremcly low, hut that
continues
to
manufacture
CHAIRS
mcr Curtis, Esq., three doors south of the Bank.
all other Goods as comparatively cheap. Thankful Vernon, which is the best market you can ask for.—
Dyspepsia
NEW YORK,
Window Shutters, Guards, <&c.
and BEDSTEADS of every descrip
Nov. 5-tf.
to the public for their liberal patronage, we solicit a We make the best Flour that is made in Knox county.
No. 91 Second Street and 88 Third Street,
Continue to Re-publish the following British Period with unerring certainty, and in a very short time.—
tion,
at
his
stand
in
Banning
’
s
BuildWe
do
all
kinds
of
CUSTOM
WORK,
and
guarantee
continuance of the same, and hope to merit it in fu
That after all other medicines have proved useless, (Between Wood and Market,)
PITTSBURGH,
Pa.
t ing where he hopes, by making good
icals, viz :
satisfaction. Wc take less for grinding than any oth
JOHN ADAMS,
AVE on hand a variety of new Patterns, fancy ture by selling goods cheap, and fair dealing at the er mill in the county. Then bring on your Wheat,
I work, and selling at low prices to reTHE LONDON QUARTERLY REVIEW, they relieve Diver Complaint,
Attorney and Counsellor at taw,
Old Corner.
G. M. FAY.
and
plain,
suitable
for
all
purposes.
Particu

*
ceire
a
continuation
of
the
liberal
and
all
other
grain.
Wc
want
to
grind
for
every
far

Conservative.
And Notary Public,
and restore the health and strength of the sufferer.—
lar attention paid to enclosing Grave Lots. JobbingNov. 26, 1861.____________________ mer in Knox countv, and all others that may give us patronage that has heretofore been extended to him.
jfS" OFFICE—In Ward’s New Building,
THE EDINBURGH REVIEW,
That
Bound to Blaisse !
done at short notice.
mar 6
All his work is made of the very best material, and
a call.
"
J. W. RUMSEY <fc Co.
MOUNT
VERNON, OHIO.
BTigr.
Sick Females,
'WISH it distinctly understood that we have no
will be warranted to give entire satisfaction. The
March 11-tf.
Mt. Vernon, Nov. 25, 1861.
_____ _
THE NORTH BRITISH REVIEW,
who havo languished for years in helpless weakness
FKEDEKICKTOWN FOUHDEY.
connection with any other house in this city, hav
patronage of the public is respectfully solicited,
Free Church.
and despondency, recuperate with great rapidity uning purchased of Mr. J. George the stock and paid
Fort Sumter Evacuated.
jy 12: ty
WILLIAM DUNBAR,
under their invigorating operation. That all sexual dis
TIIE WESTMINISTER REVIEW,
L. D. RANKIN, Proprietor.
him for it; he holds no interest in the Old Corner, not
nE evacuation of Fort Sumter by the. United
Attorney and Counsellor at taw,
Liberal.
abilities are removed by their cordial and gentle stim
even as a creditor. We have his documents to prove
XjZETWXSi’
States does not say that E.
has
MOUNT VERNON, OHIO.
HE subscriber respectfully informs the citizens of i the same.
BLACKWOOD'S EDINBURG MAGAZINE, ulating properties. That they recruit
[fcb 26]
G. M. FAY.
evacuated his old stand on Main street, over Brown’s
OFFICE—In Banning Building, northwest
Knox and the surrounding counties, that he con
Shattered Constitutions,
Tory.
corner of Main and Vine Streets, in the room former
QUANTITY of the celebrated Hamburg Cheese Jewelry Store, where he still remains und expects to
however they may have been trifled with and abused; tinues the Foundry Business in Fredericktown, Knox
conduct his business as heretofore, in all its various
ly occupied by M. II. Mitchell.
je 14
just received at the Old Corner.
The present state of European affairs will render that their direct tendency is to lengthen life, and ren county, Ohio, where he manufactures and keeps on
branches. Garments of all descriptions cut and made
Nov. 26
G. M. FAY.
I desire to inform the public that my
tho'O publications unusually intetesting during the der it enjoyable. That operating directly upon the hand a general assortment of
to
order
on
short
notice,
and
as
durable
as
can
be
done
HENRY
S.
MITCHEL
i
T
ALL AND SEE those nice cheap Sugars, before
Splendid Suit of Photograph Rooms
forthcoming year. They will occupy a middle ground poison of the disease in the blood, they
at any other Tailor Shop on this side of the moun
Attorney and Counsellor at taw,
purchasing elsewhere, at the Old Corner,
JAKE COMPLETED!
between the hastily written news items, crude specu
Cause Soon to Ileal,
COOKING, PARLOR & OFFICE STOVES,
tains, and in the latest style, according to eastern
And Notary Public.
nov
26
G.
M.
FAY.
ND
NOW
OPEN
for
the
reception
of
visitors.
—
lations, and flying rumors of the daily journal and and discharge from the system every taint of Scrofula,
fashions.
MOUNT VERNON, OHIO.
It is needless to comment upon my work, as it
the ponderous toine of the future historian, written whether hereditary or otherwise. That they
PZ OILS' OF ALL HINDS,
Garments Cleaned and Repaired in the best man
OFFICE
—North side of Kremlin Block.
recommends itself. I make Photographs from small
after the living interest and excitement of the great
Recruit the Dilapidated,
ner and on short notice. Cutting done to suit custo
August 28, ISCO-ly.
miniatures
to
LIFE
SIZE,
PLAIN
or
political events of the time shall have passed away. and that there is no disease of the Stomach and Bow
.1061
V
IV.
l
’
OVVER,
And a full stock of TIN and COPPER-WARE.
mers. Feeling thankful to his old customers for their
It is to these periodicals that the reader must look for els, the Liver, the Nervous System, the skin, Glands
FTER an absence of many months, during which liberal support heretofore received, he solicits a con
Charles f. Baldwin,
the only really intelligible and reliable history of cur or Muscles,
time he has been following his profession ol'Pho- tinuance of the same, and asks as many new ones as
Dinner Bells, a splendid article, fine toned and ve
BEAUTIFULLY FINISHED IN OIL;
Attorney at taw,
rent events, and as such in addition to their well es Arising from Imparities or Ohstruc* ry cheap, are made at this establishment.
tographist and Ambrotypist in the principal galleries
feel thev can trust him with their work.
MOUNT VERNON, OHIO.
tablished literary, scientific and theological character,
lions, of the Blood or Secretions,
All work manufactured at my Foundry will be war- of Fine Art in the South and West, has returned to
ap9:tf
E. WILCOX.
Water Colors, or India Ink,
we urge them upon the consideration of the reading iii which they do not give/monipf relief, and, (if ad wanted to give entire satisfaction to my customers, Mt. Vernon, and opened his
Prompt attention given to Collections and Secur
ing all Claims entrusted to his care.
public.
ministered before the very citadel of life has been in and will be sold at prices equally as low if not lower
Marble Hall Meat Shop.
■?7aion
G-allery
of
Art,
If
you
have
an
old
Daguerreotype
or
Amhrotype
of
The receipts of ADA ANCE SHEETS from the vaded,) effect of a painless and perfect cure.
fAH" C. F. Baldwin, is also a Notary Public, and
than similar articles can be had in Mt. Vernon. The In the spacious rooms prepared especially for him im
a deceased friend, (no matter how poor,) it can be en
British Publishers gives additional value to these Re
will attend to such business as is authorized by his
Bear in mind that the SCANDINAVIAN VEGE patronage ol the public is solicited.
mediately over the Banking house of Messrs. Rus
larged to any size and colored true to nature.
prints, inasmuch as they can now be placed in the TABLE BLOOD PILLS are endorsed by the expe
commission,
with promptness and despatch.
marl!
L. D. RANKIN.
sell, Sturges & Co., West side of Main street, Mt. Ver
I wish particularly to impress upon the mind of
hands of subscribers about as soon as the original rience of thousands of living witnesses, who in let
April 10 th, 1869-6mo.
non, where he is prepared and furnished with the
the public this important branch of Photography. I
_
WALKER
’
S
UNION
WASHER?
editions.
ters, affidavits, medical works, and by word of mouth,
means of executing his art in a manner not to be sur
employ Mr. HALL, of Cleveland, the acknowledged
EMMET W. COTTON,
proclaim them to he the very best preparation of the
passed by any artist in the land,
TERMS—Regular Prices.
The Union and Constitution Forever! best COLORIST in Northern Ohio.
HORACE
WELSH
Attorney and Counsellor at taw,
Per Annum kind ever offered to the broken down victims of illUfe-Sized Photographs,
Specimens
of
old
pictures
enlarged
can
he
seen
at
MOUNT VERNON, OHIO,
announces to the citizens of Painted in oil colors, by the best artist of the North
health. They hunt disease through every avenue and RESPECTFULLY
’
For any one of the four Reviews..................... S3,00
my Gallery.
Will attend to all business intrusted to him, in any
Knox and the surrounding counties that lie is West, Ambrotycs of all sizes, from minature to the
organ of the system, and expel it thoroughly andperFor any two of the four Reviews................... 5,00
ESPECTFULLY
’
announces
to
the
citizens
of
of
the
Courts.
the agent for the manufacture and sale of WALKER'S very largest size, taken in the shortest notice, at the
mancntlv.
For any three of the four Reviews................. 7,00
Mt. Vernon that he is prepared to serve them
fFIT' OFFICE—N. E. corner of Main and Gam
No one can doubt their superiority after one single CELEBRATED UNION WASHER, which he hesi most reasonable prices. His large stock of Frames,
For all four of the Reviews.............................. 8,00
with FRESH MEATS, every Tuesday, Thursday and
tates not to say is the
trial
—
they
are
not
only
betfer,
but
in
fact
cheaper
For Blackwood’s Magazine.............................. 3,00
cases, and Lockets cannot be surpassed in Ohio. His Saturday, at his elegant Marble Hall Meat Shop, on And all small work done on short notice. We extend bier Streets, over Pyle’s Merchant Tailoring estab
lishment.
Oct. 20.
Best Washing Machine
than any other Pills, for it takes a less number of them
For Blackwood and one Review...................... 5,00
Light will permit him to operate at all hours of the
now in use in the country. These machines are man day, and in all kinds of weather, ha ving been prepar Main street, three doors South of Gambier. He will a cordial invitation to all to call and examine Speci SAMUEL ISRAEL.
to produce a better effect.
For Blackwood ami two Reviews.....................7,00
JOSEPH C. DEVIX
keep on hand the best kind of BEEF, VEAL, MUT mens.
ufactured
by
that
superior
workman,
L.
M.
Fowler,
Price of the Scandinavian Vegetable Blood Purifi
For Blackwood and three Reviews............... 9,00
ed under his immediate supervision. He feels confi TON, PORK, SAUSAGE, aiil in their season. Be
ISRAEL & DEVIN,
ROOMS—Corner Main and Gambier Streets, over
er, $1 per bottle, or $5 per half dozen. Of the Scandi and are sold at extremely low prices.
For Blackwood and the four Reviews........... 10,00
dent that nothing is wanting to make it a perfect Gal sure and give me a call, at Marble Hall, where I shall Taylor, Gantt <fc Co.’s Store. Entrance same as Dr Attorneys and Counsellors at taw,
Read
the
following
certificate
of
persons
well
known
navian
Vegetable
Blood
Pills,
25
cents
per
box,
or
5
fCH" Payments to be made in all cases in advance.
lery of Art. Mr. Power is prepared to furnish all treat you all. both great and small, to the nicest meat Kelsey’s Dental Rooms.
MOUNT VERNON, OHIO.
in this community :
Money current in the State where issued will be re boxes for $1
country Artists with all kinds of Stock at Eastern pri meat in Mt. Vernon. That’s so, Captain, aug 6:tf
Prompt attention given to all business entrusted to
N. B. The class of pictures termed 25 cent pic
Mt. Vernon, Onio, Feb. 4, 1861.
served at par.
ces. The entire community are cordially invited to
them,
and
especially
to collecting and securing claims
tures positively not taken at these rooms.
Wc, the undersigned, would recommend G. Walk call at the Union Gallery of Art.
A NEW ARTICLE.
W EDICAL,.
in any part of the state of Ohio.
nov 13-1 y.
N. E. LEWIS.
er
’
s
Union
Washer
as
one
of
the
most
deirable
imple

Dr.
Robncli
’
s
Stomach
Billers.
HE subscriber respectfully informs the communi
Don’t forget to call at his Rooms over Rus
POSTAGE.
OFFICE—Three doors South of the Knox
A new anil delightful Stomach and Cordial, for giv ments of household economy; and believe that it sell. Sturares <S Co.’s Bank, Mt. Vernon, Ohio.
ty in and around Mt. Vernon, that she has set
In all tho principal cities and towns, these works
County Bank.
Dec. 7-tf.
tled in said place as a regular practising Physician,
June 25th, 1861. tf.
will be delivered, through Agents, Free of Pottage.— ing tone to the Stomach, and for the prevention of stands unequalled for ease of operating, for perfection
having graduated in Philadelphia, and as such solicits
When sent by mail, the postage to any part of the I billious complaints incident to the Western country. and expedition in washing, and for the comfort and
D.
C.
MONTGOMERY,
health of the operator, freeing them from the injuri
United States will be but twenty four cents a year, for | Try it.
patronage, especially from the female portion of socie
Attorney at Law.
As a morning drink, to assist digestions and re- ous effects of stooping, soaking, steaming, and inha
ackwood, and buty'- •.iteen ecu'
year for each of
ty. Her rooms are in Hill's Building, corner of Main
Hain Street, Relow the Knox County Rank.
ling into the lungs the nauseating and health destroy
| lit re Dyspepsia, it has no equal. Try it.
c Reviews.
and Gambier streets, entrance between Gaunt <fc Co.
MT. VERNON, OHIO. In flavor it Is superior to all other Bitters, Try it. ing fumes of the "Wash.
At the above prices the Periodicals will be furnish
and Munk’s stores.
Special attention given to the collection of claims,
L. M. Foivler,
L. M. Watson,
The formula of these Bitters, now (1861) the sole
ed for 1862, and as a
KNOX
COUNTY
ftSS" Country calls promgtly attended to.
and
the
purchase
and sale Real-Estate.
Henry Ransom,
Robert Watson,
property of Dr. Roback, originated with one of the
July 23:tf
JANE PAYNE, M. D.
Premium to New Subscribers,
Ellen Ransom,
William Bartlett,
oldest and most eminent Medical Practitioners of the
HAVE for sale unimproved lands as follows:
The number of the same periodicals for 1860, will West, and it is directly predicated upon the wants of
Wm. Wallace Wade,
J. B. Staunton,
640 across in Osage county, Missouri.
be furnished complete, without additional charge.
Mary E. Wade,
Western people.
Helen M. Staunton,
605 acres in Warren county, Missouri.
Unlike the more ephemeral Magazines of the day,
E. Hildreth,
Wm. B. Beardsley,
Those Bitters derive their stimulus from the pow
302 acres in St. Francois county, Missouri.
these Periodicals lose little by age. Hence, a full year erful tonic nature of the roots and herbs of which
OW RECEIVING, at the old stand, sign of the
A. W. Hildreth,
Dorcas Beardsley,
125 acres in Hardin county, Ohio.
of the Numbers for 1S60 may be regarded as nearly as they are composjed, and as they are, by allaying un
Geo. W. Jackson,
Big Chair, over Sperry's Co.'s Store, the
Wm. Blair.
40 acre lot in Hardin county, Ohio.
valuable :* for 1862.
FRONT STREET, MT. VERNON, 0.
mar 5:tf
natural cravings of the stomach, directly promotive
83 acres in Mercer county, Ohio,
Subscribers wishing also the numbers for 1861, will of
ILargest and Best Stoe’i of Furniture
mar 1
WIULIAM SAX»ERSOX’
be supplied at tho following EXTREMELY LOW
Temperance,
RATES.
the present proprietor believes that in making them
Ever offered for sale in this place, consisting in part
SASM, DOORS AXi> 15L.IX»S.
ESPECTFULLY’ informs the public and liis
widely known the public welfare is subserved.
of
friends that he continues to manufacture Carri
SOFAS. TETE-A-TETES. LOUNGES.
It will soon he for sale by all of Dr. Roback’s num
Splendid Offers for 1S30, ’61 and
DEVOE & IIUBBELL,
ages, Barouches, Rockaways, Buggies, Wagons,
MARBLE TOP AND MAHOGNY TABLES.
erous Agents, and at Hotels Ac. the country over.—
’62, Together!
NNOUNCE to the citizens of Knox and the
CHAIRS. CANE AND WOOD-SEAT CHAIRS, Sleighs and Choriats, in all their various styles o
In the meantime, orders will be filled direct from Cin
surrounding counties, that they are now prepar
STANDS, CRIBS, BEDSTEADS, and in fact every finish and proportion.
For Blackwood's Magazine the 3 years................$5,00 cinnati in any quantity, and at the lowest rates. It
ed to manufacture to order all kinds of Sash. Doors
thing usually called for in the Cabinet line. I also
All orders will be executed with strict regard to du
For any one Review.........
.5,00 is put up in Quart Bottles, and securely packed in one
nd Blinds, Window and Door Frames, and all work
keep on hand and make to order, Curled Hair, Cotton, rability and beauty of finish. Repairs will also b<
For any two Reviews.........
.8,00 doz. cases. Half doz. sample cases will, however, be
equired in house finishing. Wc shall use the very
and Husk
attended to on the most reasonable terms. As I usi
MRS. WrINSLOW,
packed and sent to any address, if desired.
For Blackwood and one Re
best
material, and will warrant all our work.
in all my work the very best seasoned stuff, and em
view...............................
............... 8,00 Retail Price, 81 per hottie, or six An experienced Nurse and Female Physician, presents
Matrasses, Feather Bolsters and Pillows. ploy
Shop on High street, opposite the Court House,
to the attention of mothers, her
none but experienced mechanics, I feelconfiden
For Blackwood and two Re
For §5.
march 20.
I have Bailey’s Curtain Fixtures, the best in use.— that all who favor me with their patronage, will In Mount Vernon, Ohio.
views.............................
............ 12,00
Also, a few choice Gilt Mouldings. Picture Frames perfectly satisfied on a trial of their work. All my
For threo Reviews..............
Principal office and salesroom, No. 6 East Fourth
............ 11,00
J.
B.
MILLER,
FOR CLILDREN TEETHING,
made to order.
work will be warranted.
For Blackwood and threo
street, 3d building from Main street, Cincinnati, Ohio. which greatly freilitates the process of teething, by
I have also the right to sell Fisk <fc Crane’s Patent
Sign, Ornamenial and Fresco Painter,
Purchasers arc requested to give me a call be
Reviews........................
............ 15,00 Labratory, No. 22 Ilammond street.
softening the gums, reducing all inflamation—will al
Burial
Cases,
and
will
kced
them
on
hand.
fore buying elsewhere.
Mar. 20:tf.
PAPER HANGER, FANCY’ GILDER, Ac.,
For the four Reviews........
For sale in Knox county, by A. W. Lippitt and W. lay all pain and spasmotic action, and is
.............. 13,00
The
public
arc
invited
to
call
and
examine
my
stock
No.
109 main st., up Stairs,
For Blackwood and the four
B. Russell, Mt. Vernon; D. & D. S. Fry, Centreburg;
Sure
to
Regulate
tlie
Bowels.
A
CARE).
and prices.
[ap 26]
W. C. WILLIS.
Reviews.............................
Mount Vernon, Ohio.
W.
Sapp,
Danville;
Montague
&
Hosack,
Freder

S.
.17,00
rpiIE undersigned wishes to say that he is still a'
Depend upon it, mothers, it will give rest to yourTLDED SIDE AND TOP LIGHTS, WINDOW
Any of the above works will also he furnished to icktown; R. McLoud, Millwood; M. N. Dayton, Mar selve, and
g
the old Stand on High Street, West of the R. R
Curtains, Decorative Paper Hanging, Ac., Ac.
New Subscribers for the years 1856, ’57, ’58 and ’59,
tinsburg ; Bishop & Mishey, North Liberty ; llanna
Depot known as the Furlong Foundry', which is non
AND HEALTH TO YOUR INFANTS.
Land Scape Painting done to order. Pictures fram
FUR N I r U R E
At One flatf the Regular Subscription Prices! A Mercer, Bladensburg; D. P. Wright, Barbers & RELIEF
in full operation. He is ready to greet all his oh ed in Rosewood or Gilt, on most reasonable terms.—
It not only relieves the child from pain, but invig
Douds,
Amity
;
A.
Gardner,
Mt.
Holly;
R.
M.
Fisher,
Thus a New Subscriber may obtain the Reprints
and patrons with a pleasant smile, a warn Stenceling in paper or metal neatly executed.
Palmyra; Daniel Veatch, Mt. Liberty; John Denny, orates the stomach and bowels, corrects acidity, and
If friends
of the Four Reviews and Blackwood
shake of the hand, social chat and then furnish then,
gives tone and energy to the whole system. It will
MAIN STREET, MT. VERNON, OHIO.
P. S. Block letters to order.
May 22,1860.
Heller,
and
by
druggisis
and
merchants
generally
BANNING
BUILDING,
MT.
VERNON,
OHIO.
Seven Consecutive Years for $37!
with any thing in the line of business they’ are to b<
almost invariably relieve
Jan 1
Which is but little more than the price of the Origi- throughout tho United States.
supplied with at this place. The same business i.
Griping in the Bowels and lUZiui Colic
Works fur one jear.
AMBKOTYPES AND MELAIKOTYPLS.
f JAIIE undersigned respectfully announces to the continued here as you will see by advertisement.
rnoerECTUS op tup
anil Avorcoine. convulsions, which if not sneedilv rem
As we shall never again be likely to offer such in
JL citizens of Knox and the surrounding counties, Come on Farmers and all others and support liomi
edied. end in death. Wc believe it is the BEST and
ducements as those here presented,
that
he
has
greatly
enlarged
his
business,
and
is
now
SUREST REMEDY IN THE WORLD, in all ca<es
g. a. McDonald.
industry.
M> C. FURLONG.
FDR 1862.
of DYSENTERY and DIBRRCEA IN CHILDREN, DRUGS, MEDICINES, CHEMICALS, PUTTY prepared to offer superior inducements to those who
UCCESSOR to Power & MeDonald, respectfully
Now is the Time to Subscribe!
HE January number will commence the Ninth Avhether it arises from teething, or from any other
wish to purchase
announces
to the citizens of Mt. Vernon and viRemittances must, in all cases, be made direct to
Volume of this Magazine. Its very large and cause. We would say to every mother who has a
Cheap and Elegant Furniture.
mity, that he still continues to take Ambrotypes A
to the Publishers, for at these prices no commission
still increasing circulation, is gratifying evidence child
of
suffering from any of the foregoing complaints
He will at all times keep on hand a large stock of
Jelainotypes, in the best style of art, at.his rooms in
S. DAVIS 8c CO.,
can bo allowed to agents.
public approval, and no industry will be spared to ren —do not let your prejudice or the prejudices of others
Woodward Block. From a long experience in busi
manufacturers of
Remittances and communications should always he der the forthcoming volume adequate to the require stand between you and your suffering child, and the Paints, Oils, Varnishes, Brushes and Dye BUREAUS, BEDSTEADS, LOUNGES,
WARDROBES,
SOFAS,
HAT-RACKS,
ness
he flatters himself that he will give entire satis
MOWERS AND REAPERS
addressed, post paid, to the Publishers.
St il IPs,
ments of times so pregnant with great events as those relief that will be SURE—yes ABSOLUTELY SURE
BOOK-CASES. CENTRE, PIER and
faction to all who may favor him with business. Prices
CALLED THE
LEONARD SCOTT & Co.,
of to-day. The life of the Republic, the best inter —to follow the use of this medicine, if timely used.—
DINING TABLES. MAHOGANY,
ts low as the lowest. Please give me a call before
Mount Vernon Eron Harvester,
54 Gold street, New York. ests of the nation, demand of literature, a manly and Full directions for using will accompany each bottle.
CANE SEAT, and COMMON CHAIRS,
[may 1 tf.
fV'HE most simple in construction and perfect in iti engaging pictures elsewhere.
generous action, and the conductors of this journal None genuine unless the fac-similc of CURTIS A
MATRASSES, <fec., Ac.
operation, the lightest in draft, and least liable t.
fPB" Leonard Scott & Co. have recently published will remit no efforts in enlisting the best talent of the PERKINS, New York, is on the outside wrapper.
And in fact every article to be found in a first-class get out of order of any’ in use. Now if farmers o
and now have for sale, the
country to support with vigor and eloquence those
Sold by all Druggists and dealers in medicines in PURE WINES AND
BRANDIES Furniture Ware-room. 1 will also make to order any Knox and adjoining Counties wish to save
opinions and principles which brace the great public Knox countv.
article that may be called for. I employ the verv
MONEY, HORSE FLESH AND TIME,
heart to stand firm on the side of Freedom and Right.
PRINCIPAL OFFICE. 13 Cedar street. N. Y.
best workmen to be had, and every article sold will
Come and try
By Henry Stephens, of Edinburg, and Professor An elevated national American spirit will always be
PRICE ONLY 25 CENTS PER BOTTLE.
be warranted. I solicit a continuation of the liberal
MORTON «& SAPP
Norton, of Yale College, New Haven. Complete in found illustrated in these pages. The Atlantic Month
S^sirScBst; Foundry.
mar 26
patronage heretofore extended to me.
UI ESPECTFULLY inform the citizens of Mount
two volumes, royal octavo, containing sixteen hun ly will never give other than the best literature, and
Manufactures of Mowers and Reapers, and the above JA. Vernon and vicinity, that they are now prepar
JOSEPH
McCORMICK.
FOR MEDICAL PURPOSES ONLY,
dred pages, fourteen steel and six hundred wood en it will be the constant aim of its conductors to render
representations will he realized or no sale. Also,
ed to suit every one in their line of business, at prices
gravings. Price, in muslin binding, Six Dollars.
Sugar Mills with B. I). Evans’
its variety greater and its attractions better each
IINOERT AIDING.
that cannot be sold under.
This is not the old “ Book of the Farm,” late month than the last.
PATENT
EVAPORATOR.
The subscriber still continues the Undertaking Bu
DR. LELAND’S
GO AND SEE
ly rcssucitated and thrown upon the market.
Among the contributions already already in hand for
siness, and having an elegant HEARSE is prepared Patented March 20tli, 1S69. These mills are heavy iheir new stock of Boots, Shoes, and Gaiters, of all
[November 29, 1661.
1862, the following will commend themselves as suffi
to attend funerals in either town or country. Coffins cast iron, and by use, proved last fall to be unexcef sizes and styles. In addition to our othu*’ stock, we
IS THE only remedy known for
cient inducements for every family to provide the
PERFUMERY,
made to order, in the best style, and on tlie shortest led by any in these parts; and as for the Evapora
nave a splendid assortment of Hats and Caps of the
Legal Notice.
forthcoming numbers for household reading.
RHEUMATISM, GOUT & NEURALIGIA
atest style; Men’s and Boy’s Military Caps; and
notice. I can be found at my Furniture Ware-rooms, tor, it is the best adapted to the business, of any’ pat
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so
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SURE
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also, a good assortment of Hosiery and Gloves.
in Banning’s Buildiug, opposite Woodward Block, Mt
vs.
Pleas.
nace part serves for a stove, for a kitchen or cookins
ber a series of articles on Natural History, and other
All mercurial Diseases.
Shoe-makers will find it to be their interest to buy
Joseph Westwcll, Defendant.
Vernon. Ohio.
JOSEPH McCORMICK.
vegetables for stoA, and all its advantages over otli
heir Leather and Findings at ■
mar 13:tf
OSEPH WESTWELL, whose residence is un kindred topics, to be continued from month to month
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for
convenience,
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to
be
seen
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to
bi
throughout
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The
name
of
so
dist
inguished
a
known, is notified that Sarah E. Westwell did, on
T is a conveniently arranged Band, containing a SOAP AND FANCY ARTICLES
Morion A Sapp's Root and Shoe. Store,
properly appreciated. Those wishing to purehasi
MEAT MARKET.
the twelfth day of December, A. D. 1861, file her pea man of science in connection with this announce
medicated compound, to he worn around the Waist,
Corner of Main and Vine streets, Banning Building,
will be but wise to examine this before buying else Mt.
tition in the office of the Clerk of the Court of Com ment, is a sufficient guaranty of the great benefit to
Vernon, Ohio.
may 14.°
without injury to the most delicate person; no change
where.
mon Pleas, within and for tho County of Iinox. and be derived from his monthly contributions.
in habits of living is required, and it entirely removes
Beolitell
Also,
THRASHING
MACHINES,
all
of
the
vari
A New Romance by Nathaniel Hawthorne, will the disease from the system, without producing the in
SNUPF AND CIGARS,
State of Ohio, charging the defendant, Joseph WestG A BIX E T7 BUSINESS.
~
TfflAKES pleasure in an- ous styles and descriptions made and repaired, that
well, with gross neglect of duty, and asking that she appear in the pages of the The Atlantic Monthly early jurious effects arising from the use of powerful inter
B
nouncing to his friends was formerly made here. Also, Plows and Plov
may be divorsed from the said J oseph Westwell, which in the year.
nal medicines which weaken and destroy the consti
Toscpli
and customers that he still Shares. Wholesale and Retail; of the Long Plow
A New Story by the late Theodore Winthrop, au tution, and give temporary relief only. By this treat
petition stands for hearing at tho next term of Court.
continues to keep for sale right and left from No. 1 to No. 5 : U ser right an
rBAAKES pleasure in announcing to the citizens of
thor of “ Cecil Drcemc,” will be commenced in the ment, the medicinal properties contained in the Band,
SARAH E. WESTWELL,
the very best Beef, Mutton, left; Crist do.; tHutchison left. The Mt. Vernon
JL Mt. Vernon and vicinity, that he continues to
January number.
By R. C, Hurd A Sox, her Attornies.
come in contact with- blood and reaches the disease
Lamb, Pork, and Veal, at Iron right, left, and the Clipper and Combinatior
arry on the
Dr. George B. Winthrop, well known for his re through the pores of the skin effecting in every in
Dec. 17:wSpr$3.50
his
cellar,
on
the
corner
of
Main
and
Vine
streets,
un

Plow with the Steel Mole Board, Double Shovels, Ac.
markable experience in Gymnastics, has written for stance a perfect cure, and restores the parts afflicted
Cabinet Making Ensiness.
der Clark’s Tailor Shop. By keeping good MEAT, ke. Also, Scrapers with cast points, an excellcr’ n al. its branches, at his old stand, at the foot of
I’AT ENT O FFKE
The Atlantic “ The Autobiography of a Strenth Seek to a healthy condition. This band is also a most pow BURNETT’S COCOINE,
and by honest dealing, lie hopes to merit a continu article. Also, Castings, Machinery, Ac., to order
er,” giving an account of his method of training for erful Anti-Mercurial agent, and will entirely re
Jain street, opposite Buckingham’s Foundry, where
ance of the liberal patronage he has heretofore receiv
S. DAVIS A CO.
feats of strenth, with advice on matters of Health.
fill be found Bureaus, Tables, Chairs Bedsteads,
lieve the system from the pernicious, effect of Mercury.
BURNETT’S KOLLISTON
Opposite the Weddell House,
ed.
April 27:tf
Apr24
M. C. Furlong, Gen. Ag’t.
A’ashstands, Capboards, Ac., Ac.
The author of “Life in the Iron Mills,” and “A -Moderate cases are cured in a few days, and we are
j. brainand,
CLEVELAND, 0.
Stcry of To-Day,” will contribute a series of Tales du constantly receiving testimonials of officaey in aggra
Mount Vernon
BURNETT’S EORIMEL,
w. h. burridce.
may 5
ring the year.
vated cases of long standing.
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Articles
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R
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NEWARK,
OHIO.
Price $2,00, to be had of Druggists generally, or can
Something for the Times!!!
I havo provided myself with a new and splendid
COAL
OIL
AND
COAL
OIL LAMPS.
topics
of
national
interest,
will
appear
frequently.
llle
Subscriber
would
call
the
attention
ofthepubbe sent by mail or express with full directions for
learse, and will be ready to attend funerals whenevA NECES&TY IN EVERY HOUSEHOLD! !
_ lie to the fact, that the Old Lucercne Factory i
Bayard Taylor has written a story which will be use to any part of the country, direct from the Prin
O the citizens of Knox County, I would return
-r called upon. Coffins of all sizes kept on hand and
printed in February number.
my sincere thanks for the patronage extended t ■ icmowcd to Mt. Vernon, at
nade to order.
J. S. MARTIN
cipal office.
MANUFACTURER of
Tho Staff of Writers in Proseand Poetry contribu
me since I became proprietor of this House, and for
NORTON’S OLD FACTORY.
fcb. 8 : tf
No. 409 Broadway, New York.
ting
regularly
to
the
Atlantic
Monthly,
comprises,
your
continued
patronage,
I
pledge
myself
to
make
the
And
it
is
being
fitted
up
with
good
Machinery
fordo
The Strongest Glue in the World
G. Smith «& Co. Sole fl’ropriclors.
Dr. B. McBRIAB.
among its popular names, the following :
BLANCHARD’S INDIAN LINIMENT AND HOLTON HOUSE rank equal to any house in this ng a Custom business, and that I am now ready t
For Cementing Wood. Leather, Glass, Ivory,
N. B.—Description Circulars Sent Free.
James Russell Lowell,
Charles E. Norton,
part of the State, and my Guests shall have my undi receive Wool to manufacture into Cloth, Cassimerc
China, Marble, Porcelain, Alabaster,
Agents Wanted Everywhere
Henry
W.
Longfellow,
Charles
S.Hilliard,
vided
attention
for
their
comfort,
while
they
remain
Sattinett, Blankets and Flannel on shares or by th<
AMAZONIAN COUGH BALSOM.
Bone, Coral, ifcc., etc., &c,,
Ebr sale bv James Blanchard, Mt. Vernon, Ohio
Ralph Waldo Emerson, Henry Giles,
Y’ard.
mv guests.
J. S. HOLTON, Proprietor.
May 14. 1861.
The only article of the kind every pro Nathaniel
Hawthorne,
Rev. Walter Mitchell,
N. B. I have good Stabling attached to this house.
Also, Carding and spinning; Carding Rolls an
Particular care in compounding Physicians Pre
Saxx-stooml
C. C. Hazewell,
Mrs. II. B. Stowe,
Cloth-Dressing done on Short Notice. All work war
duced which will withstand water.
Oct 11, ’59;tf
scription and in preparing recipes of all kinds.
OULD respectfully inform the citizens of A
T. W. Higginson,
Harriet Martineau,
ranted done in the best manner and as cheap as th
Jan. 29, 1S60.
Vernon, Ohio, and vicinity, that he has pc
Author “ Life in the Iron Charles Reade,
cheapest.
EXTRACTS.
manently located in Mt. Vernon, for the purpose
Mills,” Ac.
“ The Country Porson,”
Wool will he received at the Old Factory at Lucer practicing his profession in the best and most su
“Every housekeeper should ha vo a supply of Johns
Veraiosi
FcEsaaBe
SeaiDisaary
enc and work returned.
H. E. WILKINSON.
E hereby announce a new arrangement in the
A Grosicy’s American Cement Glue.”—N. Y. Times. Oliver Wendell Holmes, Rose Terry,
stantial style of the art, and I would say to those w
Ilarrit E. Prescott,
June 19.
“ It is so convenient to have in the house ”—N. Y. John G. Whittier,
Boarding Department of the Institution.— j JT|
and
may favor me with their patronage, that my wo
E. P. Whipple,
Rev. Robert T. S. Lowell,
Express.
Young ladies boarding in the family will aid to some
shall and will compare both in beauty and durahili
J.
T.
Trowbridge.
Bayard
Taylor,
“ It is always ready : this commends it to every
Valuable Farm for Sale.
extent in the domestic work of the family. The por
with any in the State. I would also say to those w
body.”—N. Y. Independent.
QOO -^CRES of Valuable Land, all under fence are afflicted with Diseased mouths, that I am p
tion of time allotted to each pupil will not exceed \V II O L E S A L E A N D E E TAIL
Terms of Subscription.
O \J\J 200 cleared, and under good state of culti pared to treat all diseases of the mouth under a
a We hfive tried it. and find it as useful in our
half an hour per day. Instead of retarding it will
—EMBRAC XG—’
Three Dollars per annum, or Twenty-Five Cents a
vation. and containing a good frame Dwelling house form. Also to remove tumors from the mouth or a
house as water.”— Il’ZM-es Spirit of the Times.
rather facilitate their progress in study, by its invig
EVERY STYLE OE FURNITURE,
Number.
Upon
the
receipt
of
the
subscription
price,
two tenant houses, two good barns, two good stables, rum. All operations warranted, and moderate chi
orating influence; and largely lessen the expense.—
Price 25 Gents per Hottie.
---- IN —
the Publishers, will mail the work to any part of the
and two orchards of grafted fruit, situated in
We propose to furnish Boarding (fuel included) and
Very Liberal Reductions to Wholesale Dealers.
;es. I have taken a lease of my present suit
Rosewood, Mahogany and Walnut,
United States, prepaid. Subscriptions may begin
Morris Township, Kjso.v Co. Ohio, rooms fr >in Dr. Russell, for five years with the refus
instruction in all the English Studies and Latin, at
TFl'.YIS CASH.
SUITABLE FOR
0 miles from Mt. Vernon, and 3| miles from l'rcde
$110 per annum.
MRS. R. R. SLOAN.
J&3 For sale by all Druggists and Storekeepers with cither the first, or any subsequent number. The
•f ten. The best of references can be given.
Parlors,
pages of the Atlantic arc stereotyped, and back num
Sept. 24. 1861.
ricktown. Said premises are well situated, and arc
generally throughout the the country.
[June 19, I860.
Chambers, an<l
bers can be supplied.
watered with seven good springs, and two large
' JOHNS & CROSLEY,
Riniug
Rooms,
Ean<l
Warrants.
CLUBBING
ARRANGEMENTS.
—
Subscribers
to
streams
of
running
water.
Said
land
will
be
sold
all
(Solo Manufacturers.)
. REMOVALEQUAL TO AXY IN
ERSONS having 160 acre Land Warrants, by
pay their own postage. Two Copies for Five Dollarsin one lot, or divided into one hundred acre lots t>
78 WILLIAM STREET,
sending them to the undersigned, can have them
A’A’ir YORN OR PHILADELPHIA,
suit purchasers, and sold on time.
(Corner «f Liberty Street,)
NEW YORK. Five Copies for Ten Dollars; Eleven Copies for Twen
DR. C. M. KELSEY,
loaned to pre-emptors of the public lands, at two hunAND AT
ty Dollars. Postage 33 cents a year.
jan 22-tf
DAVID BRADDOCK.
July 9-ly.
M. A A.
Ireil and fifty dollars, payable in one year secured by
Inducements for Subscribing.—Lists of Premi
EOWER PRICES.
Sown
«fc
Tetley,
the
land
entered
with
the
warrant.
ums, &c., furnished on application to
Every Article made by Hand and Warranted.
NO. 136 WOOD STREET, P1TTBURGH,
This is an excellent chance for investment, the lend
AS taken for a term of years the rooms formerly
TICKNOR & FIELDS, Publishers,
er being rendered doubly safe, for having the benefit
occupied by N. N. Hill, immediately over TayDec. 5, 1861.
135 Washington St., Boston.
Cabinet-Makers
.or, Gantt A Co.’s, whore he will prosecute the vari
of tho settlers improvements and selection of the finest Supplied with any quantity of FURNITURE AND TMPORTERS and dealers in double and single barWm. SCSStKJIXSSfiAST'S
lands in the West.
CHAIRS, on reasonable terms.
JL rel shot guns, sporting apparatus, gun maker ma ous duties of his profession with an experience of over
Lithographic, Drawing, Engraving
JAMES G. CHAPMAN,
Hotels and Steamboats Furnished at the shortest notice. terials. has just received, by Express, direct from the 16 years constant practice, and an acquaintance with
and Printing Establishment,
>»il the late improvement in the art, he feels confident
June 30.
Omaha City. Nebraska Territory.
■Ware-rooms, Nos. 77 and 79, Third street,
manufacturers, a splendid assortment of Colts Re Ji giving entire satisfaction. The best skill of the
Nos. 17 and 19, Fifth Street, Pittsburgh, Pa.
mar 17
PITTS BURGH.
peating Pistols, four, five and six inch barrels, all o. profession warranted to be exercised in every case.
ONDS
and
CoupoDS,
Certificates
of
Stock,
Diplo

AND
JOSEPH PENNOCK.
NATHAN F. IIART. which wc will sell for cash at as low prices as they
mas, Drafts, Notes, Checks, Maps, Bill and Let
On hand a large stock of Dental Material lately pro
Home Made Work.
can be bought in the city of New York, Persons go cured from the east.
PENNOCK & IS ART,
terheads, Show’ Cards, Circulars, Portraits, Labels,
EHICOlSSiefS 0ca!ers Business
ing
to
Australia
and
California
will
find
that
they
[Of
the
late
firm
of
Pennock,
Mitchell
<fc
Co.]
and Visiting Cards, Ac., executed :n the
Entrance on Main street, between Taylor, Gantt A
best style, at moderate terms.
? can do better by purchasing their equipage at home, 'lo.’s and L. Munk’s Clothing Store.
MAIN STREET, EAST SIDE, NEARLY OP Fulton.
than they’ can among strangers—as we give persons
First premiums for Lithography awarded by the
April
19, 1859-tf
Warehouse,
141
Wood
Street,
POSITE TIIE LYBRAND HOUSE.
a chance to try’ any of the above pistols before leav
Ohio and Penn. State Agricultural Societies, 1852,
PITTSBURGH, PA.
TU' “to?
<KT
E keep on hand and for sale, an assortment of
ing
the
city,
and
in
case
of
a
failure
we
refund
the
Manufacturer an«l Dealer in
1853, 1851, 1855 and 1856.
July 14.
CONSTANT SUPPLY’ of Cooking Stoves and
SASH, DOOR AND BLIND
Ready-make Custom Work, of all kinds, of
money.
good stock and workmanship. Particular attention Ranges, Stoves and Grates, Wagon Boxes, all
Attachment Notice.
Sept. 11-tf.
BOWN A TETLEY.
sizes.
Hollow
Ware,
Plow
Castings
and
Points,
Tea
paid to Measure Work. Gents fine and coarse sewed
Ko. 5 WATER STREET,
William Perkins, Plaintiff,)
Before Simon Shafer,
FOR MEN AND BO YS’ WEAR.
• lAHE Subscribers would inform their friends and
and pegged Boots and Shoes, Ladies’ Kid, Morocco, Kettles, Sad and Tailors’ Irons, Water and Gas Pipes,
vs.
> J. P. of Hilliar township
W. P. COOKE & CO.,
(franklin buildings)
MPORTER and Jobber of Cloths, Cassimcres, Ves Calf and Kip Shoes, sewed and pegged, made to order Iron Fronts for Houses and Miscellaneous Castings
the public generally, that they have removed
Joseph Eaton, Defendant. J Knox county, O.
WHOLESALE DEALERS IN
made to order.
Pittsburgh. Apr. 7:tf°
tings, Tailor’s Trimmings and Furnishing Goods. on short notice.
;heir Machinery to the Furlong Foundry, West of
N the 21st day of November, A. D., 1861, said
Also,
sole
agent
for
the
sale
of
High Street, where, in connection with S. Davis, they
Justice issued an order of Attachment in the
Repairing Promptly and Neatly Done.
Taylor, Griswold. «& Co.
SHOE, FINDTNOS,
keep on hand and manufacture to order on short no
above action, for the sum of thirty-five dollars andSinger’s Celebrated Sewing Machines,
Dealers in all kinds of Foreign and Domestic
Persons wanting work of first quality, both stock
SIIEEP
PELTS
AND
WOOL,
tice.
sixty-four
cents.
WILLIAM
PERKINS.
a. r. dibblf.k.
j.c.wukk.
l.c. moo re
and Storr’s Automoton Pressman, an 1 dealer in Sew and workmanship, will do well to call. The best of STAPLE AND FANDY DRY GOODS,
No. 35, B’n/ec Street.
Doors, Sash, Blinds and Mouldings
Dee 31:w3:s
HiA'RY P.
ing Machine Needles, Twist, Threads, &c.
French and Spanish Upper Leather used.
AI.SO
CIiKVKIiAINO, OHIO.
Of all the various patterns. Surface and Irrtgular
Late Mt. Vornon, with
Remember the place.
sent 10
SPLENDID lot of Hams and Dried Beef, just
Isaac A. Isaac's Union Hall,
Particular attention paid to orders,
CARPETS, OIL CLOTHS, &c.
Planing and Flooring, hard or soft, dressed to order.
DIBBLEE, WOll-K & MOORE,
f. P. COOKE.
E’ DENNIS. We would ask for a new firm a continuance of the pa
received at the Old Corner.
G. M. FAY.
Corner of Superior and Union Streets, Cleveland, O.
AT WHOLESALE AND RETAIL.
Country Merchants
Feb 25:v
Importers and Jobbers of
Nov 26:y
Cleveland, March 31:tf
No. 55, SUPERIOR-ST., CLEVELAND, OHIO.
tronage so liberally bestowed on the old one.
AN fit up their stock of Boots and Shoes, or any
Cleveland,
April
6:y
Staple aaid Fancy Wry Goods,
BYERS A PATTERSON,
EEDS, MORTGAGES, QUIT-CLAIMS, and in
kinds neatly and cheapthing in our line, at Cloleland wholesale prices.
USTICE’S BLANKS, handsomely printed, for
OB PRINTING
97 CaxuBERS 4 79*81 rbabb st., h. y.
Mt. Vernon, 0., June 12, 1860.
fact all kinds of Blanks, for sale at this Otfioe.
sale at the Banner Office.
may 14
MORTON & APP.
For fine Job Work cull at the Banner Office.
ly executed at this office.
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